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OUP of four)l New DC-2 (topE 1 e 1 a ^ of theGua 3T c3 i SI center leftL SI one gr

and two U.S. Army Air Corps B-18 Bolo bombers
(bottom center). The airport was 558 acres in
size. It had four miles of paved runways, six
hangars (the world's largest) and a marine air
terminal. (Photo: HARM J. HAZEWINKEL Collection)

openedofficiallyMunicipal Airport), was
1939. This photo shows the crowd present for the
official dedication

paramount, with three
(top left), three Eastern Air Lines DC-3 and a

Douglas
Airlines

was

DC-3

ceremony.
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The CAPTAIN'S LOG will publish tnembecs' wants, trades and

Items lot sale In the FLIGHT EXCHANGE section at no charge.

Send details to: Flight Exchange, CAPTAIN'S LOG, 3381 Apple
ERLANGER, KY 41018, USA. Please list these

not Include this

material within a letter or on your membershlp/tenewal form.

I£ material for the Flight Exchange ate not send on a

separate sheet of paper, there Is no guarantee the request
will be published.
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Ronald Rhodes flies equipment of
Cuba's airline.
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Three current MARTIN 4-0-A restorations.

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE WELCOME

All members and other Interested parties who wish to
contribute articles, pictures or other material of interest
to the members of the UAHS, are welcome to do so. When

please send It to the Editor who handles
it to the main Editorial

address. All
and wl11

a E tec publ1ca 11 on.
for subjects to be

Latin American II

Paul F. Collins

President & Membership director
Apple Tree Lane

ERLANGER, KY 41018, USA
Ph. 606-342-9039

2 18
3381 sending material,

the subject concerned, or send

address. Bu. sure include vour return
material will be handled with the utmost care
raturned to the owner immediately
Editor welcomes Ideas and suggestions

featured in future issues of the CAPTAIN'S LOG.
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Airhiis stickers; Pan Am find by BILL GAWCHICK.
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The Boeing 417 and 431 did not make it.

22G Argosy might flight

Jan Koppen recalls his flight on Europe's last

airworthy Argosy.
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Don ThomasThe
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The CAPTAIN'S LOG is mailed quarterly to all members of
WAHS. Our deadlines are. RL FEB. HAY. RI AUH And

Joop Gerritsmathe
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The Issues ate mailed out approximately 4-6 weeks later. The
CAPTAIN'S LOG is mailed by permit mall in the U.S. so please
allow ample time for de.livety. Members outside the U.S. who
wish to receive their copies by First Class mall, must pay

an extra fee (listed below).

took this

UC-10,
JUN 78. The

location was not mentioned. The aircraft

is G-ASGD, msn. 954. The photoqrapher is

featured in this issue's PHOTO CORNER by
Richard Fedorco (p.234>.

cdF? d «= V -fc

picture of British Airways Super
Brs.llSl on takeoff on 14
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theThe CAPTAIN'S LOG is the official publication of
WORLD AIRLINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY (UAHS). The WAHS is open to
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photographs and other Illustrations about these
The UAHS has members on all continents.
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n

be Readers are reminded that the WAHS and

the CAPTAIN'S LOG are both non-profit,
all-volunteer organizations for

a few give up much of their spare time
so that all will benefit. Your editors

(see inside front cover) welcome

tributions in the form of copy,
mation and photographs
in the CAPTAIN’S LOG.

sent
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Thomas Dragges
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Safety instructions the British way.
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All contents of the CAPTAIN'S LOG

is strictly copyrighted. Copyright
of all original material in the CAP
TAIN'S LOG remains with the authors.

photographers. artists and/or other

or ioinators of such material. Repro
duction of this material is strictly

prohibited without prior written per
mission by the copyright holder(s).
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Please send your material to the editorial staff member who handles

that specific topic. When in doubt, please send it to Joop Gerritsma.
Ken Taylor
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Paul Col1ins
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It is July in Toronto and hot and humid on
the seventh level of the Terminal One parking

garage at the Lester B. Pearson International
Airport (YYZ). The weather suits the scenery
perfectly - taxiing past is CU~T1275, a Tupo
lev TU-154M of Cubana de Aviacion, departing

for Varadero, Cuba, with a load of Canadian
holiday makers. The three Soloviev engines
whine as dreams of Cuban airports and Soviet
aircraft are dancing in my head. For I too am
leaving today, on the next Cubana TU-154M
destined for Yaradero!

rAiniE-'Olflf TALE

With this issue of your CAPTAIN’S LOG we are

concluding the EIGHTEENTH YE^R of the WORLD AIR
LINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY and the CAPTAIN’S LOG.

And frankly, I am prouder than ever of both the

organisation and the magazine, but even more so
of the people who keep them humming along.

Sure, we have experienced some hiccups along
the way = remember the past summer? = but on the
whole, we are not doing bad for a ALL-VOLUNTEER

organization that doesn’t have an office and
much less an office staff. During AI'92 I signed

up for three years with another volunteer North
American aviation historical society. Its repre
sentative said I’d hear from them within three

months and would start receiving their maga
zine... Well, it is now six months later and I

haven't heard a thing yet. I have never heard of

this happening in the WORLD AHS.

of his first

to write his column.

f i nds was the computer he needs

Air traffic controller and aircraft

grapher Robert Trader is featured in

Fedorco’s PHOTO CORNER. (Rich, by the

photo-
Richard

hasway,

also moved to Colorado from New York State.)

By RONALD RHODES TU-154N, CU-T1264 ... 'the elegant 727 look-alike*
STICKER CHATTER editor Don Thomas and irreQu-

l ar flight attendant uniforms columnist Bob Feld
have new books out = see

both Don and Bob are

(George Cearley’s book on the 707 &
be available when you read this.)

BOOKCASE. Columns

this

720

by
inc1uded 1 n 1ssue.

should

A Cubana Aviacion AdventuredescribesAnne Malm from Sweden

attendant uniforms of SAS.

the ight

Half an hour later the ele

gant 727 look-alike touches

down softly at YYZ .. CU-T1264,
built in 1985, has arrived and
my departure is just a short

time away. Cubana handles most
of the Canadian charter work to

Varadero, Havana and Holguin
during the summer. Air Canada
does it in the winter.

If you have always wanted to know
Germans run an aviation

afraid to ask,

mandatory reading.

how
show, but

Kor an

the

were
To me one of the nicest things about this

is that it is ON TIME again. It is 22 DEC

when I am typing this (this is always the sec-
ond-to-last page I do for each issue. Flight
Manifest is the last one). And since Paul Col

lins is reluctant to mail the December issue

during the Christmas mail rush, it will go to
him for printing right after New Year's.

hobby

WINGS it THINGS by Dicki ssue
I s

From three sources come details of three
rent Martin

follows up on our coverage of the 2-0-2 g<
in the previous issue.

cur-

This
4-0-4

restoration projects.4-0-4

That is not all. Not by a long shot!
editors Stan Baumwald

Dragges (playing cards),

china), Robert Neal Marshall (safety cards) Sityrt
Ken Taylor (WHAT IS IT?) are also contributino

columns and they are every bit as inform-
(Bob Marshall is also a

from L.A. to Maryland.)

■fc Hi ±I n 1 s-

We are starting with an article by member

Ronald Rhodes of London, Ontario, Canada. He

took a holiday to Cuba last summer, both for the
sun and beaches and for the opportunity to fly

on a Russian-built airliner. Flying from Toronto

on the regular Cubana TU-154 flight, he expected
to return on the same type. Much to his pleasant

surprise, Cubana scheduled an IL-62 for the re
turn trip. In between, Ron flew in that Russian
anachronism, the single-engine AN-2 biplane.

I_l 5 s
Your

Thomas
Richard Luckin (airiin©

Canadians have been flocking
low

beaches

(kiddie
to Cuba for many years ..,
prices

entice people in
ing numbers to
bean island of

for me the beaches are not

beautifuland

ever-increas-

Fidel’s Carib-

But

the

thei r

ative as always.
He went

rationing.
''Scent

emigre. main attraction. I wish to

Cuba while it is still

list, before the

change takes place here too. I
am going in the summer to be
sure to fly on a Soviet-built

aircraft of Cubana before they
too switch to European and

American aircraft, as so many
East European airlines have
done at such a quick pace
Tarom, Malev, Balkan and even
Aeroflot. It are birds of an

other kind that draw my dear
wife into the adventure too ...

hummingbirds. Cuba is home to
the smallest hummingbird in the
world and she wants to see it.

see

socia-

inevitable
AiNjrsjoLjracEMErM-rQ.IMf=‘ORTAM“r

with the JUN 93 issue,
INJEIUI

Starting

CAPTAIN'S LOG has

They will be the first of
the month of publication.

thf»

DEADL I INJEIQ ^
the month preceHjj^

The deadline for tK©
will therefore be 01 MAY 93, and

1.

Holland remembers his night
"Whispering Wheelbarrow",

(nee Armstrong Whitworth)

military Argo-

gone

Jan Koppen of

freight flight in the
the Hawker Siddeley

Argosy. Only 17 civilian and 56
sies were built and the type is just-about

Cockpit of the TU-1S4N ... 'Just go up and ualk in.'
(All photos by Ronald Rhodes)JUN 93 issue So

on.

from the skies. airsick. But wait, I saw an

in-flight magazine in someone
else’s seat pocket up front. A

quick request to a steward and
we have one copy of "Sol y

Son", printed in Spain.

3-3 seating
TU-154 and

first view of the

arrangement in the
the cabin seems nicely decora

ted, with overhead closed bins,
but it is terribly warm inside.
Our seats are fairly close to
the rear and the seat pitch is

certainly not business class
style, but we are both short
and have no problems. The ob

ligatory greetings are made in
Spanish and English. The doors
are closed and right on the dot

we are pushed back. By now the
air conditioning has finally
been turned on. And just as I

had heard would happen, steam
begins to blow from the air
vents, giving the impression we
all had colds and needed vapo

rizer treatment, but it lasted

for only a few minutes,
seat pockets contain,
this, a safety card. No in
flight magazine, though. And
don't even think about being

211

detai1s2. Effective immediately, all
hobby conventions must be sent to

Paul

about
PaulAmong our regular editors, JET Thompson takes

us to Oshkosh in his REPORT FROM THE FIELD for

the 1992 EAA Fly In. The show includes more res
tored airliners every year,

a Martin, Grumman Albatross and several
were present this year.

upcoming
Collins and no longer to editor.the

this column because he has a
1 s

bettertaking over

handle on when the printed issues come back from
the printer's and when they are mailed,
will prevent listing shows that are already
when the magazine comes out.

Show organizers should send their flyers

other information to Paul as soon as possible if
they want it included in the CAPTAIN'S LOG. This
should be no problem, because major shows
many months in preparation.

Two Constel1 ations,
Dakotas Thi s

Safety procedures are ex

plained while we are taxiinq.

The emergency exits are indi
cated, the use of the life vest

is explained, and so on. But
there is something missing. A

glance above shows why there is
no need to demonstrate the oxy

gen masks ... there are none.

Over

George Cearley presents his annual listing of
schedules issued by U.S. airlines in 1992,
the collection of Perry Sloan.

The Tupolev taxis to the most
-distant gate of Terminal Two,
forcing us to make a rather
long and not very relaxing jog.
An Air Ukraine Aeroflot IL-62

was scheduled for departure
from Terminal One. I wanted a

good shot of it taxiing, but
the departure was delayed ...

thus our quick jog to the
Tupolev.

We are among the last passen

gers boarding Cubana flight
CU9007 and were received at the

door by two Cubana flight at
tendants who do not believe in

forced, phony smiles. I get my

or
from

are

Lines,
North-

the

Bill Demarest's employer. United
has sent him to work in Florida from the

east (how lucky can
year?),
CORNER and features

America.

Ai r

you get in this time of
but he was still able to do his POSTCARD

Golden Oldies

That seems to be all for now. I wish -

a good flight during 1993 with the weather
al1 the way.

everyone
CAVU

Takeoff is smooth and power
ful and not too loud. We cruise

out over Lake Ontario, directi

on New York, then head out over
the Atlantic and turn directly
south (the U.S. doesn't seem to

care having Cuban aircraft

spend much time in its air
space). Service on board is

from LatinM

AIRLINE MODELING editor Gerry Cole is slowly

digging himself through a mountain of boxes,
following his work-related move to Colorado, al
so from the Northeast. He is glad to report one

The

fancy

210



hotel and qood food are only
for tourists with U.S. dollars.

Life for the Cuban people is
very difficult. At times we
feel terribly guilty.

Then it is time to return to

Canada. It has been extremely
hot and humid, but we have seen

and experienced socialism in
the "first free territory in
the Americas", as they like to

call the country.
Varadero airport is extremely

busy when we arrive for our re
turn flight CU9006, to Toronto,

scheduled to depart at 11:15

a.m. The monitors

flight is on time,

a.m., with

saying "on time", no announce

ment has been made and no air

craft is in sight. At 11:20

a.m. an announcement is made in

French only that the flight to

Montreal is delayed due to

technical reasons

all passengers
back to the hotels

rK'the bar:

beer . . .

lunch: filet mignon and plastic

cutlery, but the steak
tender, so there is no

culty. The service is
efficient.

quite pleasant
Cuban rum and German

iS

diffi -

quite

Now, may 1 go up to the cock

pit? "Well, of course," replies
the steward. "Just go up and

walk in.

Pardon?! I may at times be
but not that bold. After

flight attendant
I gain immedi-

deck is

not much

am greeted

by all, may take photographs
and get information about our
course. After

the rest of the trip is

well, downhill.

ft

bold,

requesting a

up-front to ask,
ate entry. The flight

four

thesay

but at 11

the monitor stilloccupied by
room for me, but I

ki Varadero: 'Two AK-26 ... are on the raip with us.'

12-passenger AN-2 biplane.

The Varadero airport is quite
active this morning. A YAK-40

takes off with tourists to Cayo
Largo and three AN-2s
the ramp. These flights
erated by Aviacion Civil
Turistico, a division of

na. The aircraft do not

Cubana titles. Our flight
called and all 12 of us,
ding the two tour guides,
to CU-T1115, built in
Poland. My camera

click and I seem to be fr
take as many pictures

as I want. The

engine starts

fuel

the

flight to Havana and
gage

trucks

trucks.

trucks

aircraft

start

for

highlight. re fue11ing
onward

lug-
large
dump

this

i ts

the

is unloaded into

that look like
and that

will be taken

unti1 5:30

p.m. After a while, our tour
guide informs us our flight to
Toronto is delayed until 1 p.m.
and Cubana would serve us a

sandwich and juice. He later

told me our flight had actually
left Havana for Varadero

had to return because the prop

er flight plan had not been
filed .

ITIT

after departure
time

Four hours

arrive

Varadero- The

small,
and functional,

line of AN-2 are

with us. We wait

customs and

the beautiful

behind us. Huge

are

are

on

right
new

1 nonwe op-
airport 1 s ● Volo

Cuba-modern Many excursions within Cuba
are offered by the hotels. Most
use buses, but some include

flying. One such tour was to
the Cuban city of Trinidad on
the south coast. The $69 all

day tour included a flight in a

relatively
Two AN-26 and a

but

carry
the

line

immigration,

TU-154

military-style

ramp

for

with

floodlit

on
is

inclu-

walk

1 n

1971
starts

butin

to
ee to

on the

single
With

ramp

Shvetsov

lots of smoke and soon we ar
off. This is loud but exciting^
The sliding door to the cockpit
is left open on departure,

amazement a few minut

this l:10hr flight the

At noon an aircraft appears,

but it is not a TU-154. Instead
a Cubana IL-62M, CU-T1215 pulls
up to the gate. I have for many
years wished to fly on an
and finally, this is my day.
Any annoyance about
is replaced by joy.
I start taking pictures through
the window of the terminal,

I had done many times
But after one picture,

out of the corner of my

lady in fatigues making her way
the

IL-62

To
my delayes the

Immediately

into
tour
sea-guide announces we may be

ted in the co-pilot’s seat
takes a

he as

rest at the rear of the
cabin and talks with the female
tour guide. Each of

from Canada,

before.

I notice

eye a
the tour-

Germanyists

Argentina take turns putting
sitting

and

on in my direction and I hear
dreaded words

and

seat
the headphones

the number two

desperately not
something important
captain smiles,
enced another Cuban highlight.

in No photos". My
heart sinks, but I decide to
take lots of photos out on

ramp and ignore the
have been told the rules in ef

fect depend on the person who
is working there.

The flight is called ... my
wife takes my camera bag, out
the door I go and I begin
ing pictures. The sun
in the right direction,

aircraft seems to be surrounded
and the

lady is collecting
the bottom

She is in

Picture-

Tl

trying
into

the

to bump
while

the

(Above) CU-T1518 'a flight in a 12'passenger AN-2 biplane.' Iorders.
(Below) IL-S2N, CU-T1215 *... an finally, this is ay day.* I have experi-

Airport
There

Trinidad is on a

plain,
aids,

tower

rolling

navigation

lights, no
landing strip,
and a dog that
leaving the
other AN-2s with

and I have

are no

no
runway
just

a small building
greets

aircraft.

tourists

tak-

e ven

The

a 1 s

us on

Three

are

more

by military personnel
no photos

boarding passes at

of the front stairs,

several of my photos,
taking continues into the

craft. This is an older

built in 1978 ... the

bins have no doors, but the air
conditioning seems to be work

ing. We make our way to our
seats, again near the rear.

trfi

also there,

time for photographs,
into town for our tour.

The return flight is in
which had waited
en-route

Then we

dr i ve

the a 1 r -

IL-62,

overhead

same aircraft,

for us.. Some

lence adds to the excitement.

T>
turbu-

'".'wmm
'W'i..

J
Two weeks in Cuba pass

quickly,
and the

very

Our hotel is excellent
food fantastic. But the

213
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P€ST CAR ID CCRNER bij WTL/.TAM PEMARESr

The airlines of Latin America reoresent a

wide range of aircraft, routes, color schemes
and cultures. Since I started a new job with

United Airlines in the past few months, I have

OL DIESGOL DEN
I

been travelling extensively throughout this

dynamic and growing part of the world● The

postcards shown in these Golden Oldies are a

small selection from my collection of the col¬
orful and exotic postcards published by the

airlines in Latin America.

CONVAIR 440ON THIS PAGEi
Cruzeiro CV-440 PP-CEN,

Hsn 4EE O ovIqo mo's modcrno, velor c luxuoso o disposlcoa

de V.S. A cobme pressorizodo Ihe pcrmite gozarFaucett C-54A-5-DC I

vontogens dc um voo o boixo oltura no tronaui lidadoOB PAP-14B, Hsn 10284
dos grondes alli'udei. Faco uma boo viogem pelos

Aeropostat L-04S,
CU-T1215. Ptioto on the left shows the flight engineer's station.Two lore cockpit views of IL-'82H ovioes do Crureiro do Sul.

1
YV-C-AHl, Hsn 20B2

Panair OC-8'33, PP-PDS
:rini7 I’crii. (.nrr«'5ci'ii I’liuniiK'i'lrjinaHsn 45272in. There is a four-men crew, a

roomier flight deck and photos
are fine. The navigator chats

with me. I spend about 15 min
utes there.

On our approach to YYZ, we
pass over downtown Toronto and

the Skydome, home of the 1992

baseball Word Series champions,
the Toronto Blue Jays. Touch

down is perfect and we taxi to
the most-distant gate of Termi-
na1 Two.

Thethe cabin, and passes,
azure Atlantic below contrasts

with the island of the Bahamas.

in and suddenly water

laps. The air
literally dripping

The safety
are similar to

the TU-154 at our

from Toronto, and

no overhead oxygen
Soon we are

with

Soloviev

SO-D-30KU engines quite liter

ally screeching with a piercing
intensity. I secretly hope this
noise won't last for the entire

duration of the flight home. It

does not. After reaching some

thing close to cruising alti

tude, the din decreases marked

ly. Once again that
humid white fog starts to

slide

drops into our
vents

with condensation.

instructions

( ni:i \ «>). (!<>ii V\ inn I ) (i IAeroPeru L-lOll-lOO I
Hi -1i 1 Vir-I.i I- iii: I

unidentified
are

After the usual bar service,

lunch is served. This one is

from the Havana flight kitchens
... chicken, rice and vegeta
ble. It is adequate.

Suddenly we notice a terri
ble smell coming from the rear
of the aircraft, which is not
far away. The washroom seemed
to need some work desperately.

It try not to let it interfere
with my joy over flying on an

IL-62. My wife, however, does

not share my feelings.

those

departure
there are

masks here either.

on

roaring down the runway
the four rear-mounted

Thank you, Cubana!

P.S. My wife did get to see

the smallest hummingbird in the
world and she was happy too.
But that is a different

Once again, there is

problem visiting the cockpit. A

flight attendant takes me right

no

strange

fill
UNEA AEROPOSTAt. VENEZOiANA

Story. THE VENEZUELAN AIRLINE

LINEA AEROPOSTAL VENEZOLANA

TriStar
Tft« V«nezuelan Airline

aubf7nf7
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Weight	
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Canada 3000 757-200 (CAP 136)

Canair Cargo CV-580 (CAP 1431
CATA F-27J (SK 102)

Cayman Airways 727-200 (lAM 680)
737-200 (lAM 681)

737-300 (lAM 679)

737-400 (lAH 6781

DC-9-15 (lAM 682)

Chalk's Grumman Goose (CAP 139)

City Air Services L-410(OKC A042)
Compagnie Corse Meditetanee

Foklcer 100 (SK 1011

COPA 737-200, gt fl (AI)
CSA 737-500, if £1 ov with

nlght/day clouds (Al)
.^AI1

mountains

Halaysia Airlines (all AI):

737-200, gr ft 11
747-400, if ft, above clouds
DC-10-30, if fr to

Malev YAK-40 (OKC A040)

Malev Cargo (TU-154B (JJ 164)
Halmo Avn BAe 146-200 (PP 10/91a)

Mark Ait Express DHC-6 (PV 035)
Meridiana BAe 146-300 (PI 776)

Herldiana BAe 146-300 (PP 10/910

In this issue, we present our usual list of
new cards in a different format. Instead of list

ing them by publisher, we have gone to a listing
in alphabetical order by airline name. Please let
us know how you like it.

Write to Bill Demarest or to Joop Gerritsma.

PUBLISHER CODES

N N N

National 727-235 (lAM 646)

New York Alt MD-80 (lAM 697)

NFD Super King Air (PC 025)
Nile Safaris 707-338C (CAP 134)
Noroeste ATR 42 (JJ 61)

North Central DC-9-30 (lAH 6981

North Central DC-9-50 (lAM 647)

Northern Air Cargo 727-100
Northwest:

AI - Airline Issue

CAP - Civil Aircraft Postcards

DP - Dennis Print & Publishing
lAM - International Airline Museum

JJ - JJ Postcards

OKC - OKC Postcards

PC - Prop Card
PI - Editions PI

PP - Unknown Publisher

PV - Plane Views

SK - Skyliner Cards
SKG - Skyliner Graphics Cards AIR LIBERTE

109, aie Lecourbe - 75015 PARIS

CSA ATR 72 (OKC A045)

CTA HD-87, if fl above

Cyprus Airways (both AI):
A320, If fr above clouds

BAC 1-11, if £1 nc..O'-"
0^ “\JIAM 683)

757 original colors (lAM 6491
DC-4 (lAH 648)AIR LIBERTE

Mac Donnel Douglas MD83
DD D

IDelta Air Lines:

A310, all-white (CAP 128)
A310 (PI 772)

Deutsche BA 737-300, if fr
DHL Metro IV (PC 031)

DIGEX Ale Cargo 727-lOOF

O O o .LI

Le plus long des moyen-courners
169 passagers ● 853 km/h

Oasis CV-440 (PV 0301

Olympic Airways:ml ab

I
London-Stansted based HeavyLift Cargo Airlines'
Boeing 707-324C G-HEVY can airlift payloads up to
40,000 kgs, with 13 pallet positions available for

general cargo.

Photo by Paul Duffy for HeavyLift Cargo Airlines Ltd.

737-400 nc (PP 12/91a)

A300-600R, If fr nc (AI)

AI)

(PP 12/91b)

CARD LEGEND E> TP E>

Pacific Air Expr. DC-4 (lAM 699)

Pacific Coast DC-4 (lAM 684)

Pacific Coastal DC-3 (JJ 167)

PAL Freighter Argosy (PC 023)
Pan Am 747SP orig. cits (lAM 650)

L-1011 (lAM 651)

Pan American DC-4 (1AM 700)

Philarl DC-3 (PC 024)

Pink Air Serv. Shorts Skyvan (OKC

large size
long view
model

multi view

new colors

new titles

old colors

oversized

over water

rear view

side view

taking off
white border

Isseen from above

above clouds

artist's impr.
seen from below

combi card

continental size

drawing

facing left
facing right
on the ground
head-on

in flight
in the landing

ab
B

Ivac - Eastern 727-225 orig. clrs
747-121 (lAM 695)

Ecuatorlana A310 (CAP 140)

Egyptair 747-300, if fl,

11 AM

\i.44 1ml N ●w -ai

\

,[ i

bl mv ^-1

nc
I, above plains (AI)

Ensor Ait TU-154B (OKC A041)

Eutalait 737-200 (PI 770)

European Airl. 737-300 (CAP 1301
EVA Air MD-11, if fr ml sv (AI)

CC

_/a044)nt
CO

OCdr

OVfl Q Q Q

Qantas L-749 (lAM 652)
Quebecair 737-200 (lAM 701)

owfr

r V
gr

sv Kho
Faucett L-1011 (CAP 144)

Flugleldir Fokker 50, if fl above
clouds (AI )

Futura 737-400, if fr 11 bl (AI)

toif R R R

wb Ransome DHC-7 (lAM 702)

Ransome Notd 262 (lAM 703)
Reeve Aleutian 727-22C(PP ll/91b)

Republic DC-9-30 Hughes colors

"Nl^IAM 685)
O?

il

Continental size, unlessAll postcards below are
noted differently. GG G

Rhelntalflug DHC-8 (PC
Rhoades CV-240 (1AM 687)

Rhoades CV-240 (lAM 688)
Rhoades CV-440 (lAH 704)
Rhoades DC-3 (lAM 686)
Rhoades DC-3 Turbo (lAM 689)

Rio Sul Fokker 100 (SK 106)

6)
Great China DHC-8, gt fl (AI)
Greenair (both AI):

TU-154M, if £1 to

TU-154M, if £1 il, with trees
Gulf Air (US) L-188 (lAM 696)

David

John Horvath,
Vladimir Vokalek

With special thanks to Brian Cameron,
Cherkis, William Thomas Fain,
Michel Patry, Ben Sutherland,
and Joe Wolf.

AAA HH H S S
Aerocancun A310 (JJ 162)

Aeroflot Polar YAK-42F (OKC A050)
Aeiomaritime 767-200ER (PI 778)

Aerotex Caravelle 6N (JJ 165)

Aerotuy DO-228 (PC-028)
Ahmed DC-3 (lAM 656)

Alt Algerle: 767-300 (PI 767)
A310-200,lf fl,above coast(AI)

Air Aliance DHC-8 (CAP 132)

Air Asiatic 737-200 (lAM 657)

Air Austral 737-500 (PI 765)

Air BC BAel46-200 (CAP 142)

Air BC/AC Connector DHC-8(PV 052)
Air California 737 (lAH 659)

AirCal 737 (lAM 658)

Alt Commerce 727-2H9 (JJ 166)
Air Florida 727-100 (lAM 660)

737-100 (lAM 663)

737-200 (lAM 661)

737-200 (lAM 662)

DC-10 (lAM 664)

DC-10 World AW colors (lAM 665)

Alt France 767-200ER (PI 774)

Air France/TAT Fokker 100 (SK107)

Alt Guadeloupe F-27J (SK 103)
Ait Inter A300B2 (PI 771)

Air Inter Metcute (PI 769)

Air Liberte MD-83, if fr mo (AI)
Air Malta (all AI):

A320, gr £1 11 (Al)
A320, if ft (AII
737-200, gr £1 nc to (AI)

737-200, if fr In bl(AI)
737-200, gr, ft, nc with

tails of aircraft (AI)

Air Melanesia Bandeirante (PC029)
National DC-9-15 (lAH 667)
727-200 (PSA c/s) (lAM 668)

Nippon A320, if £1, bl (AI)
Pacific 767-200ER, gr, £t(AI)

Hawaiian Air DHC-7 (PV 054)

Heavy Lift 707-320C, if fl.
In front of clouds (All

Hispaniola DC-8-55 (CAP 129)
Horizon Air F.28-1000 (PV 050)

Metro III (PV 051)

Horlzont Air AN-2 (OKC A047)

Saudia F-27J (SK 104)

Silk Air 737-300, if fr ab (AI)
Southeast Martin 4-0-4 (lAM 705)
Southern Airw. DC-9-30 (lAM 691)
Southern DC-3 (lAM 707)
Southwest (US) 737-300 silver

\£olors (lAH 690)

Stellair P-27J (PP 10/91a>
Stellair F.28-1000 (PI 775)

Alt Vendee SF-340A (PI 766)

Airborne Express: YS-11 (lAM 675)
Citation I (lAM 674) /(lAM 666)

Airlift DC-e-50 National colors

Airtours Int'l MD83 (DP C079680L)

Alaska 727-100 (lAH 669)
727-100 (1AM 670)

CV-990 (lAM 6381

Alinord F.28-1000 (CAP 1361

All Nippon 747-400, if, flying
away in sunset above clouds (AI)

Allegheny Commuter:
CASA 212 (lAM 671)

DH-114 (lAH 672)

Altait Nord 262 (lAM 673)

Alyemda 707-336C (JJ 168)
'dHC-7 (PC 021)

American L-168 (lAM 640)
CV-990 (lAH 639)

American Flyers DC-8-63 (lAM 642!

American Int'l DC-9-30 (lAH 692)

American Overseas L-049 (lAM 641)

ARCA DC-8-51F (OKC A048)

Av Atlantic 727-200, gt £1 ov,
with interior scenes (AI)

Avianca MD-83 (CAP 141)

J«p«n A^r Charter

II I

Iberia A320 (DP C079767L)
Icelandair (both AI):

737-400, If £1, above coast
757-200, gr ft

Iran Air Fokker 100, if fl, above
Istanbul Airl. 737-400 (CAP 127)

T T T

OLYMPIC AIRWAYS AIRBUS A300-600RTAME 727-2T3 (JJ 169)

Tarom RomBac 1-11/561 (OKC A043)

Total Air L-1011 (CAP 133)

Trans American DC-6B (lAM 653)

Trans Australia L-188 (lAM 654)

Trans Provincial DHC-3 (PC 032)

Trans Texas CV-240 (lAM 708)

Transavia 707 (SKG 6)

Transavia Caravelle VI (SKG 3)

Transavia DC-6B (SKG 1)_/TjJ 159)
Transmeridian Hong Kong CL-44
TWA Martin 4-0-4 (lAM 655)

_/Hoaat (AI)

JJJ

Japan Air Charter (all AI):
DC-10-40, cockpit view
DC-10-40, gr ft
DC-10-40, if fr 11 ho
DC-10-40, if fr to

JET 80ING 737-200 utilizado por (a
COMPANIA PANAMENA DE AVIACION S.A.

"COPA" en sus rutas internacionales

u u u
KK K USAir Shuttle 727-200 (CAP 135)

Kalitta DC-9-15F (JJ 160)
KLH C-47A (SKG 2)

KLM DC-6 (SKG 4)

KLH L-1049H (SKG 5)
Korean Air Fokker 100 (SK 105)

B BB
V V V

Benin Inter Regional VAK-40

Best DC-9-10 (lAM 693)\ipKC A046)
DC-9-10 British Midland clrs

DC-9-15 (lAM 677r\LIAM 676)
Berliner Spezlal L410 (OKC A03e9)
Bevair DHC-2 Beaver (PI 777)

Branlff DC-8-50, Panagra colors
(IAM 643 )

Braniff (1985) 727-200 (lAM 694)

(1992) 727-200 (CAP 137)

British Aie Ferries CL-44 (PC027)

Varlg MD-11 (JJ 170)

Varig MD-11 (PI 773)
Viasa A300B4 (PI 768}

Pictorial Publications Limited
P.O. Box 558, Hastings. New Zealand.

©
W W wLL

p AIB PACIFIC BOEING 767-200
Sporting one of the most striking colour schemes lo be seen at
any airport, the Air Pacific B767-200 undertakes the medium-haul

inlemalional work lor Rji's national airline. It scats 212 passengers,
cruises at 880 km/hr, has a range ol 5500km and a maximum take

off weight of 152 tonnes.

Wrangler CL-44 CAM 706)Lauda Air 767-300ER (CAP 131)
Lincoln Airlines CV-580 (PC 022)
Llnjeflyg (both AI):

737-500, If fl, above coast
F.28-4000, ge fr at night

Lockheed L-1011 proto. (lAM 645)

Ai r
Z z z

Zantop DC-8-62AF (JJ 163)
Alt

Air
217216



404MARTIN YATII€NES
Virginia. Alumigrip paint for
the exterior was donated to the

museum by the US Paint and

Chemical Company.
Recreating the measurements

for the paint scheme was an ex
acting task in itself. Original
working diagrams had been lost
in a fire at the Martin company
and Eastern had long since dis
posed of the information. Meas
urements had to be worked out

states and was toured

than 15,000 air show

addition,

received a special
award in the

division at the EAA

in Oshkosh.

byfrom photos of Eastern 4-0-4s.
The interior now boasts an

original stewardess seat and
drinking

covers,

original Eastern
nated by an ex-Eastern pilot at
the 4-0-4's first air

appearance.

more

visitors.

restoration

recognition
Aircraft

convention

A.READIMG,AT > In the

headrestfountain,

pillows and even an
blanket, do-

Classic
t

By PETE MALASHEVIT2
Mid-Atlantic Air Museum show● L< u i-.'a . i. r ..

The return of the "Silver

Falcon" to the skies has

brought back to life an era in

which Flying truly was "the
only way to go".

Early in 1951, Captain Eddie

Rickenbacker held a meeting for
the pilots of Eastern Airlines'
"Great Silver Fleet"

Waldorf-Astoria hotel in

York City. He discussed his or
der for 36 new Martin 4-0-4
aircraft (later increased to

60), but made it clear in typi
cal (and colorful) Rickenbacker

straight talk that "These
planes will NEVER be
to as '4-0-4S, or as
4-0-4s’, but only as 'Eastern
Silver Falcons'.

What is more," he continued,
if any of you S.O.Bs ever

cracks up one of these ships,
it will be your (behind).

Capt. Eddie's concern was

that the public might confuse
the 4-0-4 with its ill-fated

predecessor, the Martin 2-0-2,
which had been plagued with de
sign flaws resulting in a num
ber of fatal accidents. (See

the CAPTAIN'S LOG, SEP 92.)

Rickenbacker's warning was
well-heeded. Although there
were four accidents involving
4-0-4s during the 10 years they
were operated by Eastern, in
cluding one where a hard land
ing caused both engines to fall
off, there was never a serious

injury for crew or passengers.

|), In its first season, the
4-0-4 attended air shows in six

at the

New

I

AT O AK r_. AM D , CA

(Photo via Neal Carlson, vho also provided
the author’s text to the CAPTAIN'S LOG)

The Nid-Atlantic Air Huseui’s beautiful Martin

4-0-4 in full Eastern ’white top’ colors.

As a regional air museum,
the Mid-Atlantic Air Museum's

greatest focus is on aircraft
designed, built and operated in
the Mid-Atlantic States. Museum

president Russ Strine had since
the museum's founding in 1980,
been in search of a suitable

Martin, since it met all three
acquisition criteria. However,
most were not airworthy, or had

their interiors stripped or re
worked .

In APR 91, Tim Chopp of the
Aeronautical Expedition Socie
ty, who had flown a Martin for
Vero Monmouth Airlines in the

1980s, made Russ aware of an
ex-Eastern 4-0-4 at

ternational. At

was slated for

charter use in

(The latter use

changing out the
original interior).

The aircraft, serial number

By JIM GORDON

With information provided
by CLAUDE MARGEN

14141, had
Eastern in JAN 52 as N450A.

been delivered toair-

referred

Martin

It

flew throughout Eastern's sys
tem until 1962, when the air

line sold its fleet with the

advent of the Boeing 727. The

aircraft was acquired by South
ern Airlines and operated
N149S for 13

stint with the

Travel Club, it had

in service with Vero

All members of the World Air-

Historicalline Society
one thing in common: a love for
aircraft

have
ff

n

and airline memora-

as bi1ia .
ff years. After a

Royal Regency
last been

This love for aircraft is

behind the efforts of the West

ern Aerospace Museum at Oakland
Airport, California, to obtain
and restore a Martin 4-0-4 to

flying condition in the colors
of either Mohawk or Ozark Air

lines. But help is needed, and
fast, for time is running out.

Monmouth

Airlines in the mid-1980s.
A1 Herreros, a DC-6

charter operator out of
International then

the aircraft, with the

tion of operating a Miami
Fort Lauderdale

freight
Miami

purchased

inten-
Hartin 4-04, N470H (forierly Eastern's N440A)
the old Oakland Airport, CA, on 03 JUN 92. Dere

lict, this forier sprayer will need a lot of work
before she can return to the air.

atr

the same owner as Jack Richards

Aircraft?) and then to the Ari-
1974

from

to
Miami In-

that time it

sale or for

South America,

would involve

aircraft's

n

nostalgia
flight", complete with a crew
in period uniforms and with
in-flight food and beverage
service. The plan was shelved
following the death of A1's
son, who had headed up the pro
ject. The Martin then sat on

zona Land Air Company. In
the Martin wasOur 4-0-4 has manufacturer's

serial number 14109 and was the

ninth one built. It was deliv

ered to Eastern Air Lines (its
first) as N440A on 21 OCT 51.

Today, it is the oldest remain
ing 4-0-4 that can be restored.

N440A flew Eastern's "Great

Silver Fleet" colors until 17

SEP 62, when she was sold to
Mohawk Airlines and became

N470M. She served on the Mohawk

to Ozark

Mo-

the Con-

(Photos supplied by the author)converted

configuration topassenger

agricultural sprayer by
Flying Service and for the next

two years she sprayed fields
from Washington State to Mexi
co. In 1976 she was flown to

the North Field at Oakland

International Airport and has

been sitting there ever since,

derelict and apparently aban
doned. One airliner production

list(*) says she was acquired

by a company named Onyx Avia
tion Inc. in 1977 and then by

404 Enterprises in APR 88.

Coones

the ramp until 1991.

Upon initial

the aircraft in Miami,
delighted to find the Martin in
very good condition,
its 50,000+ flying hours,
as important, the original air
craft interior was

inspection of
holidays, from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.. More than 20 of the muse
um's 40 aircraft are on dis

play. Besides the Martin, the
collection also has a Vickers

Viscount in Capital Airlines
Nighthawk" colors and an R4D

Dakota "Admiral's Ship in Naval

Air Transport Service (NATS)
For miltary aircraft

the museum has a B25J

Neptune

HH-52,
Other aircraft

CCW-5

and

aircraft,
Messerschmidt

infor-

The Mid-Atlantic Air Museum is

located at the Reading Regional
Airport, Reading, Pennsylvania
and is open daily except major

Russ was

despite
Just

network until traded

Airlines on 02 JUN 64 when

hawk standardized on

As the photos show, Oakland's
salty and harsh environment has
not been kind to the Martin.

Its crew door is rusted open

and the ventral passenger ramp

is down. The rudder is rotting

away, some windows and emergen
cy exits are missing and there
are assorted other holes in the

fuselage. Having been around
and having carried agricultural
chemicals for two years has not
helped either. As a result of
the latter, the aircraft is

essentially
galley,

and

aircraft

that

vair.
IT

intact, complete with
stainless steel

hatracks. Knowing the
would find a good

would preserve and care for it,
as well as fly it
parted with the 4-0-4
91, when Russ and Tim

lavatory. After just over two years
with Ozark, the Martin
traded in to Fairchild-Hiller

on 07 JUL 67 as part-payment
for a fleet of FH-227 propjets.

was

livery,
buffs,

Mitchell bomber, P2V-7

patrol bomber, Sikorsky
an F-8 6 Sabre.

home

again, A1
in AUG

Chopp
flew it to the museum's home in
Reading, Pennsylvania.

It took Fairchild-Hiller

three years to find a buyer for
the Martin and in SEP 70 she

went to Jack Richards Aircraft

Company. In JAN 72 the aircraft
was sold to the Beaven Supply
Forwarding Company as a company
run-about. In the following two

years she changed hands again,
first to R.M. Richards (is this

include the rare

"Channel

various

among these a
Bf-108 Taifun. For more

mation about the Martin project

and about the museum, write to:

Mid-Atlantic Air Museum, R.D.9,
Box 9381, Reading, PA 19605,
phone (215) 372-7333.

Custer

aircra ft

bl
Wing
training

M

Since that time, the
has received an extensive exte
rior restoration by museum mem
bers and it was painted in full
Eastern

in FEB 92 by the West

Air Center of Bridgeport,

Martin

The lassive spray tank nov occupying the the cabin
of N470H. This view is looking aft froi the cock
pit. Note the cockpit door lying on the floor in
the foreground.

DIRECTIONS:
(t) PISTON AIRLINER PRODUCTION LIST, by A.6. Eastwood
and J. Roach, The Aviation Hobby Shop, Nest Drayton

England, JUN 91.

IT
Silver Falcon" colors

Fiom Route 183, enter airport complex at MacArlhur Road {Meridian
Bankl. tight turn on Fisher Road (Federal Express), to top of hill, tight

urn 10 museurn parking

or
Virginia

West

t

219

218
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plane, but little progress
been made so far.

has interested in more

about the "Save-

project, and anyone
in any way, is

to write to Claude

2205 Woolsey St.,

CA 94705, or to

Jim Gordon, P.O.

San Francisco, CA

Anyone
i n f o r ma t i o n

A-Martin

who can help
invited

Marqen,

keley,

author,

280491,
94128-0491.

agricul-
but

contaminated with the

tural chemical

she can be decontaminated.

Malathion,
n

At this point all that
ters is that someone,

or a museum, gets
The Port of Oakland

close to a decision

the aircraft.

mat-

a group

the 4-0-4.

is very

to scrap

The Western Aerospace Museum
save

The

Ber

the

Box

wants to find a way to
this historical aircraft.

Port of Oakland's general avia
tion manager is willing to work
with a group to obtain the air-

>

A-T

Compiled
the newsletter of Save-A-Connie

Inc., 1990-1992 and in the Kan

sas City Star, 1991. The
rial was contributed by:

informationfrom in

mate-

Terry Anderson,

Independence, MO

After they had successfully
completed the restoration of a
Super Constellation
Save-A-Connie members of Kansas

City, Missouri, in PEB 90 began
their efforts to preserve
other historic propliner
the future.

Candidate aircraft

the DC-3, Martin 4-0-4,
240, 340 or 440 and the DC-7.

in JUL 88,

flartin 4-0-4 of SAC, N145S 'SkylinBr Kansas City*. Note that SIA titles have been reioved (SAC photo)an-

f or

4-0-4 was found in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. It was for sale,
but had some mechanical prob
lems .

tin quickly adopted the new
title. In MAY 89 she was regis
tered to Federal

pany, but reverted
ownership in SEP

was seized by the Sun Bank
long after this.

included
Convair Leasing Com-

to SIA
89 (*). She

not

Then, on 22 JUL 90 came good
news. The sale of the 4-0-4

Ft.

through. The Sun Bank
even received

it had asked for.

ter

negotiations, SAC was

buy the Martin for $55,000 with
a downpayment of 10%, $5,500 on
17 AUG and the remainder due ON

14 SEP.

atIn early 1990 Save-A-Connie s
Lou

Martin % faster than Prewar Plane ^
Lauderdale fallen

not

downpayment
Finally,
rounds

able

hadtold byLarry Brown was
Miller

4-0-4 parked at the Ft.
dale Airport in
aircraft had been

by the Sun Bank in
Systems International

of Bartow, Florida.
Further investigation showed

excellent

hada completeof
theLauder-

The

repossessed
Miami

N145S was one of three 4-0-4s
in the SIA fleet.

af-Florida.
several Theof others,more

INUTES count when you're flying short-hop routes, because they re the
places where profits leak away. That’s why the Martin 2-0-2 s time-gaining

speed and much greater payload capacity are great news for airlines! This modem
airliner offers high-speed luxury
passengers and generate more traffic in cities with airports too small for most

these smaller airports because it is

MN144S, msn 14150 and N259S,
14233 are now both

tofrom msn

storedAirways are
HERE ARE THE FIGURES!

at Bartow, FL.
to shorten schedules, attract moreservice

Using
Standard

Prewar

Plane

the aircraft was
condition and came with 40 pas-

believed
4-0-4

in Using
Marlin

2-0-2

CAA-other airliners. The 2-0-2

approved to take off and land with maximum load in the shortest distance of
any postwar airliner. It carries 36 passengers to the standard prewar twin-engine

shorter

After nearly three months
for

FUGHTS can serveOf
As with the two 4-0-4s above,

SAC'S aircraft, msn 14142, is a
former Eastern Air Lines air

craft. She started her airline

career on 31 JAN 52 when she

was delivered to EAL as N451A.

After having operated on the
carrier's east-coast and mid-

western routes for nine years,
she was replaced by the CV-440
and was sold to aircraft dealer

Hayes Aircraft on 31 AUG 61,

One week later, on 08 SEP, she

went to Southern Airways of
Atlanta, GA, as N145S. Southern

kept the Martin for nearly 20
years before selling her to
Ocean Airways in JAN 80. Flori
da Airlines became the owner in

JAN 81, but the aircraft was

transferred to the ownership of

David Stempler the following

month. Wheeler Systems bought
her in MAR 85 and she was oper
ated by Southern International

Airways, a division if Wheeler
Systems. After Southern Inter
national Airways had changed

its name to Systems Internatio
nal Airways in MAY 88, the Mar-

220

preparations
flight. The Martin
SAC'S home base at

her ferrysenger seats. It

to be the last airworthy
configuration

and

was
Boston to

New York
arrived

the

City Downtown Airport on 11 DEC
90, flown by Chris Clark.

In the months that followed
SAC acquired two complete '
of TWA maintenance manuals
the 4-0-4 and

at 85 min..45 min.

plane’s 21. And its simplified loading, unloading and servicing
stops between hops.

Airline Z is a typical example! Based on actual performance figures, a Martin
2-0-2, being 50% faster than pre-war planes, on this hypothetical route would
save almost 2] 2 hours between Boston and Chicago. That is a minimum saving
of 25% in route time. Thus, the 2-0-2 would be landing in Chicago while the
prewar plane was only halfway between Parkersburg. West Va., and Cincinnati,

ground time for both planes. Actually.
less time on the

in Kansas means
in passenger
the U.S. at that time

being kept airworthy
bank by Hill Aviation.

However, during
quiries Save-A-Connie was

the bank wanted to

much as possible of
owed by SIA. In reality,
Martin was worth only half that
amount at best. There were only
3 few examples left flying any
where and with the supply of

was

the
N«w York ot

Philadelphiafor 37 min. 44 min.

Philadelphia ot
Baltimore	

initial en-

told.
sets

for

restoration

progressing steadily
On that

30 min. 40 min.

theasrecover

$170,000
the

Baltimore ot

Washington, D. C 20 min.
work was

until 21 JUN 91.
24 min.

Ohio. And these figures assume the sameday
the Kansas City area was hit by
a 95-mph (140 k/m) windstorm.
Nine light airplanes at the

Downtown Airport were destroyed
when they were blown about
if they were boxes of

A Cessna 172 was picked up
blown against the starboard en

gine nacelle of the Martin. The
172 was destroyed in the mis

hap, but damage to the 4-0-4
fortunately was only minor.

the Martin 2-0-2 would save still more time because it requires

ground between landing and taking off! Just additional velvet on the 2-0-2.
. the world's top twi'n-

the black! For full details.

Washington, D. C. ot

Elkins, West Va	 50 min. 74 min.

Here’s one more example of why the Martin 2-0-2 . .

engine airliner ... is the plane to put airlines in

write today to: The Glenn L. Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland.

Elkins, West Vo. ot

Parkersburg, West Va.. .31 mb). 43 min.
fast,

market
spare parts drying up
there wasn't much of a

for the 4-0-4.

A request to the
it donate the Martin to Save-A-

as

matches.

and

Parkersburg, West Va.,
to Cincinnati	

^ AIRCRAFT

51 min. 77 min.

thatbank
Cincinnati ot

Indianapolis 49 min.40 min.
Connie was rejected.

Indianapolis ot

Chicago	
it1090,

lost
In the summer

looked as if SAC had

of 68 min.52 min.
the

Martin

1 for

search

and

but

theopportunity to buy

since it was reported sold
$95,000.

started for another

four others

●Did you miss “The Case of Airline X’’ or “The Case

of Airline Y"? We’ll be happy to send you copies.
Builders of "Dependable Aircraft Since 1909Immediately, a

(O Details froe: PISTON AIRLINER PRODUCTION LIST, by
A.B. Eastwood and J. Roach, The Aviation Hobby Shop,

West Drayton, England, JUN 91.

4-0-4

located, 221were

all were sprayers. A passenger



ST IIC ll\ IE E C EaSTT E E by VON THONAS

In July it was announced that
LinesUnited agreed

lease

had

with Airbus Industrie to

50 A320s, with
more.

Airbus labels from United

yet; the first

Air »

options on 50
Don't be looking for

just

A320 will not

enter service until NOV 93.

United thinks the A320 has

edge, "because it flies
higher, carries

cargo, more passengers,
better fuel burn".

Could be. A320s are already in

service with many airlines
worldwide.

EVAAIR

p-1 cmi£>vn. #10the

longer, flies
more

and has a

^AIRBUSIA^S.S#1

Two new A320 labels are Gulf

Air (#1), based at Bahrein, and
Transasia Airways (#2) of
wan. Both these new labels were

reported by DAVID WILLIAMSON of
British Columbia. He also
the round Gulf Air label (#3).

Tai-

sent #11

JOHN WEGG sent in a new la

bel from CSA, Czechoslovak Air
lines (#4). Besides 737s, CSA

flies Yakovlev, Ilyushin, ATR
72 and Airbus A310 aircraft.

The label is in red, black and
blue on white.

Name

#2
Address

Prom TIM CHALONER of Singa-

Phone No. (

NEwWiwr;
FLYING

#13

SJMALAUR
GULF AIR

#3
1. A. A.v| L-

#5#4 #14

was contributed by DAVID
KIS of California.

CHER-pore Airlines at JFK in New

York came a photocopy of this
scarce Singapore Airlines label
(#5) issued to celebrate the

inaugural flight of their 747-
400 Megatop aircraft from N.Y.
to Singapore six times a week
via either Brussels or
furt. This

sticker, blue and silver on a
red background. The first ser
vice was in JUL 92.

David also sent in other in

teresting issues: Malaysia Air
lines destination labels from
Kuala Lumpur to Munich (#7) and
to Madrid (#8). They are multi
color on white. He also sent in

three sizes of an elegant Bang
kok Airways label (#9) which is
blue, red and gold
or white background. A
version of this label was shown
in the previous issue of the
CAPTAIN'S LOG.

(#10) also
kis. The airline

Taiwan and operates 747s,
and MD-lls. This label shows

747-400

clouds. The

came from Dave Cher-
is based in

767s

than-air machine. Both

shown (#11, 12) are red

black on white, with gold
and both had to be

and put on clear
show the true

too, came from David Cherkis.

airlines such as Eastern, Pan

Am and Midway. We could use 100
of these BILs if anyone could
scoop up a supply for the New
Issue Service.

labels

and

trim

of i

FAMILY SERVICE

ai

peeled
plastic

colors .

a

\Frank-

reflecting

/ the

company

logo are green on a white fuse
lage .

flying high in
tail and

to

is a These

Two new Balair labels

arrived (#14, 15). The
one is more colorful,

yellow wings, a red tail,
blue underneath and a white fu

selage with Balair in red. The
latter is from JOSEPH WOLF of

Michigan, who also sent in some
nice Austrian Airlines labels

have

smaller

with

dark

\>
o on a cream Reno Air's BIL (#13) is black

and white. This is one of the

new airlines which believes it

can fill a niche in the market,
and believes it will succeed,

as they are mostly being run by
executives from lately deceased

smaller Air 2000 of Manchester and

Gatwick in the U.K. has a fleet

of super-quiet 757s. They are
well-named: my trip on a North
west Airlines 757 was the qui
etest I ever had in a heavier-

based in

is a large
767s .

yellow, red
and very dark blue on white. It

Asiana Airlines,
Seoul, South Korea,
operator of 737s, 747s &
The label (#6) is

#e

This large Eva Air label
222
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I>MY CAICIEILIINIEKS#15

3

/iUSjTRMAfja/RL/A/£Ss
» By JOOP GERRITSMA#17

Toward the end of World War

2, Boeing began planning to re
enter the market for commercial

airliners with a "family" of
aircraft. The Model 377 Strato-

cruiser for trans- and inter

continental services was

largest member of this
There were at least

models.

#18

follow me
the

family.
two other

Welcome To

AUSmMAf
\

4 0-7B o e i rr
ICELANDAIR

The Model 417 was the small

est member. It was a twin en

gine feeder liner for 20-24

passengers and despite its high
wing, showed a clear resem
blance to the 377. The cockpit

and tail sections had virtual

identical external shapes. But
that is where the similarities

ended. The semi- monocoque fus

elage of the 417 had a circular
cross-section and cabin pressu

rization was optional. A split
passenger door on the port side
right behind the cockpit led to
a small vestibule with space

for hand baggage. The two sec
tions of the door hinged hori

zontally and the lower section,
hinging downward, contained an
integral air stair. A port-side
cargo door behind the wing gace

cargo space in
floor was

that of

OID NOT HAKE IT PAST THE DRAUIK6 BOARDS

OR HERE BUILT AS PROTOTYPES OR IN VERY

SNALL SERIES ONLY.

‘RARELINER5* HILL APPEAR OCCASIONALLY

IN THE CAPTAIN'S LOS. IT HILL HI6HLIGHT

POST-HQRLD HAR 2 AIRLINER PROJECTS THAT

(#16-19) . The

light

round label is

blue, red, yellow and
black on white; "Follow Me" is
red, gray and black on white;
the N.y. label is red and black

4 3 1Boeing
on white and the Austria label

is light blue, green, red and
black on white.

CTA of Switzerland is

in Geneva and Zurich and
MD-87s. The

(#20) is blue,
green. It also came
Wolf .

AUSTRMAf A/M/A/ES Far fewer details are known of another Boeing project for the

post-WW2 airline market, the Model 431. This may
project was abandoned in a much earlier stage of
than the Model 417.

#19
indicate

its development

this
based

flies

labe 1colorful

orange, pink and
from

Also dating back to 1945/46, the Model 431 planned
30-40 passengers and would have competed directly with the
vair 240 and Martin 2-0-2.

for

Con-

was

Joe

Icelandair's 757 is

cized by the small
(#21)

blue, white and black. It

sent in by Capt. RICK ARANHA of
Florida.

Prom BILL GAWCHICK came a

Xerox copy of a Pan Am label of
around 1970-72 (#22). The Ger

man text reads "What an experi
ence" .

publi-
sticker

in brown, blue, light
was

The 431 also was a high-wing aircraft and would be powered by
had

wing. Space for
and

door on

as that of

V. > two engines in the 2.000 hp range. The pressurized fuselage
a passenger door on the port side, behind the
hand baggage was located between the cockpit and the cabin,
there was a cargo hold behind the cabin, with a double
port. Again, the cargo floor was at the same level
the average truck for ease of loading.

f

access to the

the tail. The cargo
at the same level as

the average truck. There was a
toi- let between the cabin and

the cargo hold.
However, the Model 417 had

no chance against the abundance
of cheap and readily—available
war-surplus C-46s and C-47s and
the project was dropped.

#20

TECHNICAL DETAILS:

Payload 8,000 lbs (3.630 kg); Maximum takeoff weight:

lbs (15,870 kg); Maximum speed 285 mph (460 km/h); Cruise
252 mph (405 mph); Range 1,120 mi (1,800 km).

35,000

speed4

PAT McCOLLUM Californiaof woRLawiae

came up with this cardboard BIL
This

Ar-

and

of Sierra Pacific

airline is based at Tucson,
izona, and flies with 737s
CV-580S.

(#23) .
BOEING 431

technicat. details;
The 417 was to have two 800

hp Wright Cyclone engines
reversible-pitch propellers for
shorter landing runs and easy
maneuvering at small airports.

Wing span was 90
length

m) ; Tail

PHIL BROOKS of

found this -
looks like a

(#24). They were passed out by
Emery Worldwide Airlines at the
Dayton International Air Show.
It is

white.

large fleet of DC-8s, DC-9s and
727s, and manages the air oper
ations of the U.S.
vice .

Indianapolis
sticker

kiddie

#23
whichwing with

#22
big wing

ft (27.43

35ft 4in

height 18ft

■
AIRLINES

in gold, red and black on
Emery Worldwide flies a

m); Puselagfe
(10.76

lOin (5.74 m).
Empty weight

(5,510 kg); Payload
(2,810

weight 18,350 lbs (8,325 kg).
Max. speed 240 mph

km/h) at 8,860 ft (2,700 m);
Cruise speed 205 mph (328 km/h)
at 10,000 ft (3,050 m); Landing
speed 65 mph (105 km/h); Land
ing distance 1,740 ft (530 m)
over a 50 ft (15 m) obstacle.

A
lbs12,150

6,200
BOEING747^

lbsPostal Ser-

takeoffkg); Maximum

. I
■ .

I.S fi -8ERRA
Rn

AIRLINES

( 388

(FOR A REVIEW OF DON THOMAS
NEW BOOK, "AIRLINE ARTISTRY

Vintage Posters and Publicity",
SEE BOOKCASE ON PAGE 231,
ISSUE OF THE CAPTAIN'S LOG -Ed)

I

WIrklich ein Erlebnis!THIS
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Douglas Airways in Papua-New

Guinea. He acquired jet
ience on BAG One-elevens

Air Pacific of Fiji

coming to ABC/Elan.
Following engine start in

the sequence of 3,2,4,1, the

cockpit was filled with the
high-pitched whine of the Dart
propjets, making it abundantly
clear why a headset was neces

sary ... besides reducing the
noise to the ears, conversation

in the cockpit was possible

only through the headset.
After a slow taxi to the

active runway, number 24, Capt.
Franklin pushed the throttles
full forward and released the

brakes. The aircraft shook as

it slowly gained speed for

started smiling. He had been

with "Edna" a long time and
knew all her idiosyncracies. He
quickly turned off the horn and

reset the flickering warning
lights. He told me it was just

a low-generator light that had

come on on number 4, indicating
a fault in the electrical sys
tem. He recorded the malfunc

tion in the aircraft's log book
for maintenance to fix.

When Elan took delivery of

G-APRL, it retired its first
Argosy, another former Riddle
Srs. 101 model G-BEOZ. This

aircraft had by then accumula

ted 24,950 flying hours. She
was preserved at East Midlands
Airport.

By JAN KOPPEN
exper-

with

before
It is 0400 hrs on the

ramp at Schiphol Airport
the "old" Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam.

Suddenly, my headset
Schiphol

cargo

East,
at

/ /

/●V LM-
crack-

Tower,

for

ei.f7A/
r

les to life:

ready691Air Bridge
takeoff .

IS
All good things must end and

the British CAA mandated G-APRL

should be retired at the end of

1986. By 14 AUG, when I flew on
her, she had already logged
25,765 hours and was near the
maximum allowed on the CAA cer

tificate .

ti

24Air Bridge 691, Runway
is all yours.

The four propjets
ning up to full power
feel her shaking,
the old bird accelerates

the runway and
climbing away into the dark
night, heading home to the East
Midlands Airport at Castle Don-
ington, England,
across the choppy waters
North Sea.

tt

(I

start run-

and I can

A few minutes later we were

Clackton-on-Sea and

heading for East
The captain requested

landing on
degrees of
down and

Argosy
broke

glided
too

touch

●*“'Vn '»ie tV^
. “,J.' m. i* over

changed our
Midlands.

we

Moments later
down

6-APRL is readied at AHS for her return flight to England. This aircraft operated with Riddle Airli
Zantop Air Transport and Universal Airlines in the U.S. before being sold back to Britain,

nes,off.lifts a straight-in ILS
Runway 24. With 15

flaps, undercarriage
throttles back, the big
quickly lost altitude,
out of the clouds and

over the threshold. All

soon I felt the wheels

of
<Jan Koppen photo) My request to fly with Elan's

night flight was granted and I
expected the company's Handley
Page Dart Herald, which usually
operated the Amsterdam service.

Instead, the Argosy appeared
out of the overcast and set

down on a wet Schiphol Airport

shortly before 0300 hours that
morning for departure at 0400.

The flight manifest showed
she brought in 30,000 fare-pay
ing passengers ●.. 10 tons of
live eels! The return flight to
East Midlands would carry only

one passenger, and a non-paying
one at that, myself.

night flight
minutes78

of the

Over/7/sr/ffDe//verySysteman old ARGOSY
We reached

cruising altitude of 11,000 ft
(3,350 m), made a gradual right
turn toward the North Sea and

set course for the radio beacon

at Clackton-on-Sea on the Brit

ish east coast, cruising at a

steady 250 mph.
Everything seemed pretty

much under control while cross

ing the North Sea, until just
after the half-way mark. As we
neared the British coast, a
white flash was seen outside

the starboard cockpit window,

two red warning lights started

flashing on the instrument pan
el and a warning horn let loose
with a devastating sound.

F/0 Wilkingson reacted in
stantly and told Capt. Franklin
Oh ... we have a problem with

number 4." I began to feel
somewhat uneasy, with the sea
below us, but Capt. Franklin
scanned the instruments and

Photo clearly shows the Urge rear loading door of the Argosy, in this case 6-ARPL. (Jan Koppen Photo)

assignedour the runway with a gentle bump
and my flight on Europe's last
airworthy Argosy was over.

With steady reverse of the
props and light braking, "Edna"
turned onto the cutoff halfway
down the runway and taxied to
its parking spot.

One hour and 18 minutes.

Not bad for a return flight,
Capt. Franklin noted.

As the deafening whine of
the Darts slowly facied away, I
stepped into the night and into

typical British weather

In its civil version the

entire nose of the Argosy

swings open sideways to star
board for easy loading of bulky
items. There is also a smaller

pneumatically-operated aft car
go door, which also swings open
to starboard% The cargo floor
is on the same height as
of a standard truck and

the cockpit out of the way on
top and the nosewheel stored in
a bubble under the fuselage,

the entire length of the fuse
lage is available for cargo.
These features make a fast turn

-around possible, which is an
attractive feature for a speci

alised freight hauler. She can
stow away anything that can
pass through the door.

According to the design spe
cifications, the Argosy can

carry 12 tons.

F 1 i ni<g
the

The flight I was on a few
years ago, was then and is
not unique in this day and
“ a night run by one of
specialist cargo and small par
cel airlines in Europe. But the
aircraft on that dark and rainy

night in the middle of August
certainly was unique.
Europe's last airworthy
Siddeley (formerly
Whitworth) Argosy, a big
engine propjet freighter
twin tail booms. At that time,

England, Australia, New Zealand
and Alaska were the only

to the few surviving
of the 17 civil and 56 military
Argosies that were built
1959 to 1966. None are flying
now.

ci to

A.IT eg o s

Back to the night
started this

o ^ ar cd
now

age

the

-y

flight I
story with

My" Argosy was G-

second one built. At th
she was owned by livestock
cialist Air - - -

but was often

terational,
ivery System",
were

Airport and they
linked .

IT

APRL, walk-

Frank1in
the
time

spe-

used by

The overnight De?-
at EaSt

were

During the pre-departure
around

showed
GaryCaptain

the unusual refueling
Refueling

fuel

rr

me
Bridge

point on the Argosy,
is done by connecting a
hose to a
port

IIthat

with
It was

Hawker
II

thefixed pipe

undercarriage

pipe carries the fuel directly

to the wing tanks. Capt. Frank
lin told me this ensured fast

refueling and quick turn-around
- of age, Capt.
a former RAF pilot

on

Armstrong-
f our-

Thisleg.based

Midlands
closely

with
rain.

Elan began

operations in

England and the Conti
pecially Amsterda
and to Aldergrove
Shannon ( Ireland) .

Highly
JUL

express
betwe

homes 81 At 50 years

was u

enexamples Frank-

f or

share

and

The author thanks Capt.
lin and F/0 Wilkingson

their willingness to
their cockpit with him.
Elan's distribution manager for

Holland, Mr. Groenenveld, for
making the arrangements that
made the trip possible.

inent, Franklin

who had accumulated 1,200 hours
on the Hawker Hunter jet figh
ter . Later he moved to the Hun
ting Jet Provost trainer as an
instructor

es-

ColoQne
^E'^'^l^nd) and

m and

from

IT

Argosy G-APRL fi
14 MAR 59 and

line career

^ rst fie
started her

with

ofa couple

himself in
and

found

w onlook

she is

loca-

she

What does the Argosy

you may ask. Well,
years later

Jordan,
the Hunters of the
danian Air Force.

On the commercial
had several thousand

may types, including
count.
Elan.

he had 500 h

air-

Air-
like,
fat and with her cockpit
ted on the
has a

She

Riddle

I"? AUG
years

Zant

pilots on
Royal Jor-

instructinqlines in the U.s
as N6507T.

o

61The first Armstrong-Whjtworth
her

and

Threefloor,

personality.
3in

second
later

Air

N6022.
Air-

AW650 Argosy, G-AOZZ, made
maiden flight on 08 JAN 59
in 1959 the company began prod
uction of nine more civil Model

she

Transport

Zantop

lines in SEP 66
came N890U.

soldwas todominating
stands 29ft

tall, is 86ft 9in (26.44m) long
and spreads her wings 29ft
(35.05m)

tail booms, each ending
tall vertical fin and
This combination of a fat fuse

lage and twin tailbooms quickly
gave her the nickname

Wheelbarrow". On the high-moun-
has four

side, he
hours on

the Vis-

to ABC/

op
and

became
(8.91m) became

Universal
and N6507T3 in

before

At the time of my flight,
ours on the Argosy.

be¬ coming101 and 102 aircraft. Hawker

Siddeley (which by now
taken over Armstrong-Whitworth)

built 56 military AW660 C-Mk.1
models for the Royal Air Force,
beginning in 1961.

These military aircraft dif
fered from the civil model in

several major areas. They did
not have the swing nose and

tail, but instead had a "beaver

tail" for loading and unload
ing. Other special features in
cluded a radar radome on the

twinShe haswide .
had Sold back to England i

73, the aircraft
Air Bridge
old registration
NOV 73.

in a

rudder.
in JUL

with

her

ended

Carriers
up

Moments later I found myself

climbing a very primitive step-
ladder to the

ond-floor cockpit where I
welcomed by First Officer
Wi Ik ingson.

rupted his pre-flight checks to
unlock the jumpseat for me,
tell me to strap myself in and
to hand me a headset.

Born in New Zealand, F/0

Wilkingson spent a lot of time
flying light piston twins with

with

G-APRLof
in

FlyingII

aircraft' s sec-

was

Tom

inter-

On 02 FEB 85

for Elan in the

and gray livery,
logo of the

she began flying
red

the

Man"

ted wing, the Argosy
highly-dependable
Dart 526 propjets.

company's

including
Marathon

leaving the starting block
keeping with British "
of naming aircraft, G-APRL
came

Royce

booms,

by the way, contained tanks for
distilled water, used

extra

Rolls brieflyHe
II

The

In

to give
kick of

tradition

the engines an
power for takeoff.

And she is

be-

after the secreta-
board

TI

Edna",
ry of Elan
Capstick.

nose and an in-flight refueling

probe.
very member Jacknoisy

noisy, outside and inside. 226 227
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AlllCILIINIE IDIINNIEICWaVKIE by RJCHAJ^V OJ. LUCKJN

(

airline

I ■ 11

chi na

open

As many of you may know, finding these
patterns can present a challenge. Having said
this column with three older patterns.

older

that,

(#10) Backstamp of the EVA

china of photo 9.

(#6) Some of the most unique pieces

found in the service items. A good example is this
used by Canadian International since 1989 on
the Orient. The design uses tones of gray and
is Noritake China of Japan. I am told this piece

be

service

their

the

toservice

ma nufacturer

does

airline backstamp.

(#1) The first one is a very unique double-handled bowl used
Trans-Canada Airlines. The decoration colors are blue and gold.
The logo is blue while the pinstripes are both blue and gold. It
was made by Royal Strafford of England. The bowl shown here is
stamped on the bottom "Made in England Especially for TCA". It

is interesting to note that Trans-Canada Airlines was formed by
the Canadian government on 10 APR 37. But it was Canadian Natio

nal Railways that purchased all of the initial stock offering.
In 1964 TCA's name was changed to Air Canada.

chi na

busine ss

(#11) Silk Air has a new

service for use by

class customers. Various shades

of blue and green catch the eye
in this des ian.

(#4) Moving across to the Mid
dle East, we come to Gulf Air
which uses this cup in their
international service. All the

decoration is gold with a black

outline added around the let

tering. The piece
Japan.

made 1 n

y SlLKAlR

<1NFLIGHT TOP

JAPAN

V

(#2) While still north of the

border, let's move on to the

Canadian Pacific Airlines cup.

It has an all-gold decoration
and was made by Noritake China
in Japan.

enjoy their food(#71 First class oassenaers on Gulf Air
ted on this bone china. made bv

Nor itake . ofdesianThe rim

muted colors (tan, aray-oreen

and violet) punctuated by a china

indicated

1 sAir(#12) This Silk

made by Noritake, as
by the backstamp.

\ s

gold 1oao.
I

) i4LJ4PAN

S|K\ iall\ made for GuH Air(#5) Nearly two years ago American Airlines upgraded
ternational services and this upgrade included china
Both first and business classes use a china with the same

sign. However, the decoration colors distinguish between
classes. The plate on the left has an all-silver decoration
is used in first class. By way of contrast, the plate on

right has a blue and silver decoration (the logo is silver)

is used in business class. The top logo appears only on

large plate, the medium plate and the cup. Yet, all the
pieces are backstamped

their 1 n-

we 11 .

de-

the

and

the

and

the

china

APAfv

WBmas

older

and

mustard

dark-blue

com-

the

(#9) Not to be outdone by other
Internationa) carriers, EVA Air

introduced a new pattern in

sweep-

features a white-on-

decoration

(#3) The last of three

patterns is the Qantas cup

saucer. The piece has a
yellow stripe with a
border. An English pottery
pany, Royal Grafton,
manufacturer.

has

the business class,

inq design

white

various shades

The(#8) This photo shows the back-
stamp of the Gulf Air china

photo 7.

of the JALofBackstamp

pattern shown in photo
(#13)

al onq
of green.

withIS
15 .

IT
American Airlines".
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AIRLINE ARTISTRY

Vintage Posters and Publicity
glossy stock that ensures brilliant

production of the photos and
lustrations.

If you like aircraft type

ate interested in the types of

dealt with,
these.

re-

il-
I

other

Author Don Thomas

Publisher; Don Thomas, 1601 Oak Creek
Dr., Duneden, FL 34698, USA
IBSN 0-961-8642-4-9,
Softcove;; g4 pages, colorful posters on
every page

Eiise: S18 postpaid in the USA S Canada,
S19 overseas by surface mail and S23 by
air, all in U.S.
1992

books,

a i rcraft

you won't ever rearet buying

or

funds.

(Reviewed bv Joop Gerritsma1 JET AIRLINER PRODUCTION LIST

This new book by our STICKER
editor is the fifth in a series

airline enthusiasts

to be wlthout.

productions in brilliant colors of many
seldom-seen posters from the 1930s and
later, of TWA, United, KLM, Imperial
Airways, BOAC, SEA, the Zeppelins, Pan
American and others. One section Is de
voted to

Authors: J.R. Roach £ A.B. Eastwood

Publisher: The Aviation Hobby Shop,
4 Horton Parade, Horton Road,

Drayton, Middlesex, England UB7 SEA.
IBSN 0 907178 43 X

CHATTER

commer-

cannot afford

Its 64 pages contain re-

West

(#16) China from Intair,
dian/Quebecair. This china

Pfaltzgraff. The piece is backstamped with the
airline name on the underside.

(#14) Continental now uses a new china in

coach class on their international services as

shown here. As far as I know, this is the

first piece of top-marked china to appear with
their new world logo. Glassware

does sport the new logo and
flatware is marked with the new

Continental lettering on the
reverse side of each utensil.

The manufacturer

formerly Inter-Cana-
was also made by

Softcover. 514 pages, 3 color photos
cover, about 65 B£W photos inside.

Price: approx $26 (US)
(1992)

on

(Reviewed bv Joop Gerritsma)

display cards which so
used, and so few of which

The covet features a display

card from American Airlines, showing its
Curtiss Condor in sleeper service across
the continent.

Seeing the Pan Am water color poster
on page 15 makes me wish Martin Clippers

were still crossing the Pacific, as they
did In

rare

many airlines

were saved.
This book offers a straight compila

tion of the production record of all
Wesfetn-buiIt jet airliners, from the
DeHavilland Comet of 1949 to the models

in production today = 29 different main
types in all.

Each entry contains in chronological
order the registrations the aircraft has

carried, its owners/operators during its

career, dates when the ownership changed
and the ultimate fate of each aircraft

if no longer in service. First-flight
dates are also given for each individual
aircraft.

The book is organized in alphabetical
order by manufacturer and within this by
type. Listings are in manufacturer's
serial number (Msn) order and there is a

comprehensive index by registration at
the end of each type's production list
for cross-reference purposes.

This is a companion volume to the
production lists of piston engine air

liner s and turboprop airliners by the
same authors and same publisher and

reviewed in this magazine previously.
All three titles are absolutely in-

dispensible for type enthusiasts and for
photographers who like to accurately

identify the aircraft they have shot.

< (#17) I'll close out this

umn with a mystery piece,
it be early BOAC? I would real
ly appreciate

on this piece and I'll
the findinqs in

LOG.

col -

Could
new

china is Pfaltzgraff Penn- in such a glamorous and leisurely
way in the 1930s. The BOAC poster on
page 17 is all the enticement I need to

hop aboard one of their Jets and fly off
to sunny Nassau. Who doesn't wish you
could still board a National Airlines

Lockheed L-lO Electra at Miami to
the Buccan

touching on the west and east coasts of
Florida and on the Gulf Coast at Pensa
cola,

One of my favorites, the BEA poster of
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris by night
on page 23, reminds me of the one week I

spent in that city, too many years ago.
Ahhhhh, those were the days of my youthi

you, Don, for another book that
memories I thought I had forgotten

information

publish
CAPTAIN'S

anysylvania.

the
DC-9/MD-80
& MP-90

Fly
to New Orleans,eer Route

Florida and Mobile, Alabama (p.591

J
HiiKantveOnter endres

Thank
That's it for

send in any discoveries
china patterns (or

or better yet, send me a

Please

new

ones),

photo.

Jet Airliner

Production List

now, stirs

Soviet

airuhers II

of long ago.
Don tellsold his previous

available at the
me copies of

are also still

price of $9 (US) each, postpaid.

They ate Nostalgia Panamerlcana,
Art of the Airlines, Lindbergh & Commer
cial Aviatl

If th

books
first-class

pink,
(#15) Japan Air Lines
compartment to a fairly new pattern,

gray and gold. It seems Noritake has dominated
again,
different pattern for business class,

the i r

which is decorated in

treats inpassengers reduced

Poster

this

it was the maker of this china (#13). The airline

but no photo is available.

column,
uses

Unti1 next time.as

If.and Nostalgia Northameri-

is any of these you don't
complete

on,

ere

a
cana.

have yet,
your collectl

Happy Collecting. this is the time to SOVIET AIRLINERS II

on. .-1
Author: Peter Hillman

^r: EAR Publications, 1

Drive, Thatcham, Newbury,
RG13 4FJ, England
Price: approx. S35 (US)

Softcover. 236 pages, 11 color photos
and 1 B&U.

(1991)

Thompson

Berkshire,
BOEING 737

IModern Civil Aircraft «9)
fta-thar: Alan j.

McDonnell douglas dc-9/md-bo & md-90
IModern Civil Aircraft #10)

Aaitai.: Gunter Endtes

/I

C€€II\CaV§IE Wr Iqht

m

stewardess (Reviewed by Joop Get_rJts.maj.

appear. (Have you ever heard of the 737-
KX-150 tanker tor In-fllght refuelling,
or the Series 1000? 1

The 737 book has a chapter with de
tails of some major mishaps, while the

DC-9 book lists accidents only by air

craft, airline and date. The 737 title

also lists Boeing customer numbers for
this aircraft. Both the 737 and DC-9

books have capsule histories of operati
ons of the airlines that used or at some

time did use the aircraft up to the date

of publication. A more-general descrip
tion of service life is provided for the

146, including a lengthy piece about Alt
Wisconsin, the major US. operator.

All three books have fine selections

of photographs. Many of these are ^y the
authors ;.nd other hobbyists (especially
for the 737) and therefore differ

the standard PR shots.

1 don't see the need for the produc-
be -

specialist

Somehow I missed reviewing the second
edition of this production list earlier
and that's a shame, because it Is inval
uable for anyone with an interest in
airliners from the former Soviet Bloc.

A wealth of new information has come

out of the former Soviet Union since the

first edition was published in 1989 and
the author gives "thanks to President
Gorbachev without whom we would all

still be reading volume 1."
The book brings together all known

civil and military registrations of the
subject aircraft, from the LI-2 (licence
-built DC-3) to the TU-204.

Organized by aircraft type, registra
tions ate listed in alpha-numerical or
der, followed by the Msn and
Identities, if known,

the aircraft was first reported (by
thusiasts at airports or in
magazines and books).

Especially valuable is the explanati
on of the complicated Soviet Msn system,
with several types having more than one
system.

BAe 146

IModern Civil Aircraft #11)
M.j. Hardy

texts and photos about past and present
airline flight attendant uniforms sever
al times in the past few years. Another
series is Included in this issue. His

book, produced on a home computer and
comb-bound, is organized in exactly the
same way as his articles in this maga
zine: a short description with BSW pho-
to(s) of one or more of the uniforms of
24 U.S. airlines and 24 foreign ones
from around the world.

"Unfortunately, except for a few avi
ation museums that have small commercial

aviation sections, the history, the peo
ple that helped build the in-flight ser
vice ... and the stewardess uniforms and

Insignia were not preserved In great
numbers ..." the author says in his Pre
face .

UNIFORMS

Ishft,; laf, Allan Ltd, Coombelands
House, Addlesto ne, Weybridge# Surrey,
England Kt15
IJM: 737; 0 j,. qc-9: 0 7110
1958 4; BAe 146: 0 7110 2010 8

Approx. S16-18 each

Softcover, eo, 96 & 96 pages, 80-100 BSW
photos, several 3-views, diagrams, tech
nical drawings in each book.
(All 1991)

World Airlines

STEWARDESS UNIFORMS
IHY

Author: Robert Feld

PublIsher: Robert Feld, P.O. Box 416,

CypreDS, CA 90630, USA
Softcover■ Xerox-copied, 120 pages,
photos
Price: S25 (US)

(1992)

115

(Reviewed bv JooD Ger_r.i_tsma )

(Reviewed efii Joop gg.rXitgfllgJ Ian Allan has publIshed
Modern

three more

Aircraftjewels in Civilits

secies. The authors, all
the field, describe in great detail
backgrounds to the development of
aircraft,

try into service and subsequent service.
Operational and
neatly summarized in
for quick reference and

previous
and where and when

This is "an informal history of in

flight stewardess uniforms from 1938
the present", as the sub-title of this
book says.

The author, Bob Feld, is no stranger
to the CAPTAIN'S LOG. He has contributed

well-known in
to

the

these

from en-

photos inMr. Feld deserves congratulations for
toward their technical evolution, en-correcting thistaking a

oversight by publishing this book.
step

tion list in the DC-9 book. This, I

lieve, isi better left to the

publications.

The books are printed on high-quality

technical details ace

separate chapters
some surprises

230
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(sheet PP25-05) are available.

Sheet FP25-01 provides decals
for a 1/125 scale Heller DC-10

with blue outlines, while sheet
FP25-02 has decals for a Heller

Airbus A300 with bull blue door

outlines. The latter sheet also

has A320 markings, should one
become available. Sheet FP25-03

is rather special, as it pro
vides markings for either a
1/125 Condor 737 (-200 or -300

727-200.Since

exit out-

will

for

either a 737-300 or -400 and

some interesting swapping of
decals is possible. My BM de
cals are going on a 1/144 scale
DC-9-15 in BM

vice. By the
this, Aerocolours will

done Aer Linqus decals
Welsh 737-500 kit, and

first decal efforts include

^ve sheets covering the USAir
Express Dash-8, Beech 99,
Shorts 330, Shorts 360 and BAe
Jetstream 31 models in 1/144

scale. The decals are printed
on a solid clean coat, so you
will need to cut apart the var

ious markings prior to applying
them to the model. In addition

to titles and stripes, regis
tration numbers and window de

cals are included. Each sheet

sells for U.S.S3.50 direct from

Sasquatch Scale Models, P.O.
Box 68735, Portland, OR 97267.
Include $0.29 postage for the
first decal ordered and add

$0.23 for each additional

decal.

/H€i[)IEILIN€ Luj GCRRV COLL
Diamond

time

II II
ser-

you read
have

for he

Aer

Turas decals for their Canadair

Greetings from Colorado. My move has been

completed, but much of the unpacking has not.
The trusty old computer is up and running, how
ever, so let's get right into what's new in
airline modeling.

"ITT

CL-44J.

Ne w K it The Novemberconversion) or a

both blue and white

lines are provided, you
have one set left over

releases

Plight Path include window sets

(cockpit and
in 1/144 scale for the

from

Sasquatch Scale Models has released their
short-run injection molded Dash 8-300 kit with

AHS Canadian Partner decals. The sheet has mar

kings for Time Air and Air Atlantic. Dean Slay-
models "not

they have been

cabin)

Dornier

and

black

the

out

passenger

another project.
If you think I have gone

overboard with praise for these
1/125 scale sheets with their

door and window exit

you have never tried to

together a 1/125 scale

outline from multiple
scale sets. Now we need a

of 727/737 and Airbus wing

walkway emergency exit markings
in Heller's 1/125 scale, along

with Boeing, Douglas and Airbus
window frame decals.

DO-228,

BAe Jetstream 31.

Embraer Brasilia

These

decals facilitate building
Welsh kits without cutting
the window areas, making assem
bly much easier, and are per
fect for the Sasquatch kits. At
U.S.$2.00 per sheet, they are
easy on your wallet as well.

baugh makes it no secret that his
up to Hasegawa quality",

used by careful builders to make some very nice
models. Sasquatch also has conversion fuselages

and

but

decals,
piece
door

1/144

set

in 1.144 scale for the DC-8-62 DC-8-20/50

Revell kits that have recently been re-released
out of Mexico.

The November Sasquatch cata
log includes a number of inter
esting new decals. CBS Models
have markings for an American

Airlines L-188 Electra for the

a Continental

the Hawk/Glencoe

Windshield and window

with each

Perhaps the biggest news
is the availability

double meaning
of a 1/144

conversion

An SP conversion

here, folks
scale Boeing 747SP fuselage and tail
for the Revell or Airfix kits.

Perhaps the biggest decal

news for November, however, was

the release of Flight Path's
Aer Linqus decals in 1/144

737-200/300/400/

FP44-23) and the

These

blue

Revell kit, and
Viscount for

kit.

decals are included

decal.

has not 'been available since

Allan Hess ceased production of

his version many years ago, so

get this one from Sasquatch

Scale Models while you can. At
U.S. $16.50 it is a real bar

gain.

737-300/400/500

Corogard top
pattern and

pylon fairing.

scale.for the

500Switching continents for new
just

current

commuter

(sheet

767-300 (sheet FP44-19).

decals include the bright
and dark green stripes, so
will only have to paint the fu-

Sasquatch is also carrying a
limited

Models Comair

subjects. Flight Path has
about

quantity of Atlantic
decals for the

bare metal scheme EMB-120 Bra

silia in 1/144 scale.

thecovered

Northwest

fleet with 10 new decal sheets,
these

Airlink you
Serry Cole photo

The Welsh Models kits in

1/144 scale for the 737-300/400

/500 should all be available as

you read this column. 1 was

very favorably impressed with
my 737-400 kit and its British
Midland decals. The fuselage
and its formers are on one vac-

uformed sheet, while the wings,
horizontal stabilizer and the

rear halves of the engines are

injection molded styrene. Metal

parts include engine nacelle
front halves, engine fans and
all landing gear parts. I was

not as impressed with the main
landing gearwell detail cast

ings. They are rather poor ex
cuses for the real thing. I

must admit, however, they are
no worse than the Airfix at

tempt at the same detail on
their old 737 kit. Welsh plans

are much improved over their
earlier efforts, with full-size
3-view drawings and
detail sketches.

the current

with

feature

bright red crown scheme,

grey fuselage bottom and white
stripe and titles. Decals are
available for
(1/72 and

Jetstream 31

scales),

a couple of feet long,
to the upper inside
the engine nacelles

air flow smoothly into the wing
/pylon juncture,

engine pylons,
wing trailing edge,
small

about 8 scale

attached

surface of
decals. I have not

kit

Aeroflot

re-released

opened the

features

but

F. 27

Prance

large
for the

two-tone blue-on-white

livery, the older Air

France scheme and the NLM Cit>
Hopper multi-blue scheme once
used on Revell F.27 kits ir
1/94 scale,

ded

color

the

plete.

Aer Linqus instead of NLM, but
the decals are definitely for
the latter.

C-47/DC-3

early
the

that

markings,
Fokker

Air

the Dash 8-100

1/144 scales), BAe
(1/72 and 1/144

(1/144

scale). Fokker F.27 (1/72, 1/94

and 1/144 scales), Dornier DO-
228 (1/72 and 1/144 scales) and

(1/144 scale). Corn-
door and window exit

are provided in each
-- in either grey or white,

as appropriate for each air
craft type,
by the
the

to d i rect

On top of
in line with the

the with ATI, NLM
decals

decal sheet

latest

and

Metrolinerpretty.

provides

TheIS

there is a

fairing
Look

ideas

On the

the Coro-

teardrop-shaped
inches long.

at an old Airfix kit for
on shape and location.

ATI

Saab 340
plete

outlineswing upper surface,
gard medium case igray protective
finish shows the result of mod
ifications to the 737-200
by its pattern at the
There is a

Stripes are
the

but

inclu-

for only
schemes,

decals

first

otherwise

two
The Saab 340 decal,

way, will be included in
upcoming Welsh Models kit.

A beautiful
photo
N922MA

kings 5,
Magnuss

Airlife Publishing
photo shows the
922 i

wing

tips .

in the top
line

very

I know the box art notes

appear com-

" jog
surface color demarcation
where the tip was extended that
is not shown on the Welsh
view drawings. It
these little details that
a model look

II

Electra conversion kit in 1/144 scale

based on LS Orion kit.

Naie of California builder unknown.

have heard rumors that

Larry Brown of AHS has expanded

his outstanding line of window
decals in 1/200 and 1/144

scales to include the DC-9 and

MD-80 family of aircraft. I
will have more information the

next time.

color

340

air-to-air

of Saab

Airline Mar-

by Michael

Airlink

appears in

Saab 340"

and

to Tr

adding
make

especi-

regularly

1 s

by vertical fin

green and the fuse-
Multiple

as well as

Irish

flags are included. Wing regis
trations are provided, along
with instructions as to where

these decals are to be located.

Two more very well done sheets
from Flight Path! The 767 de
cals should look particularly

striking on the Revell
using the Pratt and Whitney
engines.

published
Ltd.

fleet

located over

The

window

markings
cs and windows.

selage crown and
"shamrock

lage

fleet registrations,
fleet names and even the

onN D e cr s 1 s■w
tr

right",
who

This

number

the

aircraft

In the

reviewed the
previous issue I

Condor/Lufthansa

decals released by Flight Path.
I should have noted that these
decals are distributed

wide by Aerocolours
They are available direct

them, or through
America/ATP. Vince

Aerocolours has sent me some

samples of their Lufthansa and

Condor decals in 1/125

as well as a complete
of their product line,
for both the Lufthansa

737-200/300/500 (sheet FP25-04)

and Lufthansa experimental 737-
200 "Yellowbird" color scheme

ally to someone

flies the real thing.
helpful bottom grey.

in white,
cockpit window,
has red painted

exit

737-Advanced The Welsh

Caledonian decals

ours includes

GE-engine
models have great potential for
extra detail that is not

The Models 757 with

by Aerocol-
injection molded

parts for either the RB211-535C

(short nacelle) or -535E4 (long
engines. As in the 737

the plans are excellent,
even reminding the builder that

the Caledonian 757s have eight
doors, and noting which windows
will need to be filled in.

L o XJ. n eg e

There would be new-product
photos this time, if I only

could find the box hiding the
macro lens for my camera, it is

somewhere in my garage, along
with more model kits and refer

ence books than I care to men

tion. It would be nice to show

by you,
well

next time.

good modeling.

frames

for

World-

Graphics .
from

Airliners

K1imas

and white
both dooshown

The NACA-

right
should

roughly
one-fourth

on the Welsh plans,

style air inlet
the

Speaking
Ae i^ocolours

decals for the Welsh Models 737
and

the

fuselage

at decals,
the

of kitof
nacelle)

kits.

ofrear

have a small

the same shape, but

of the length,
the front of

strut about

providedhas
oftf f|

vane

757 kitkits

Lufthansa/Cond
land and

featured

Mid

mark ings.

This is a big step up for Welsh
Models,
never been one of their

points. The BM decals

thatscale,

listing

Sheets

colors

supported toward
the inlet by a

six scale inches

into the airstream. There is
also a

about six scale inches wide and

Britishor,

Caledonian

some photos submitted

the reader, but the photo
remains dry. Maybe
Until then.

Sasquatch Scale Models
also answered the call

commuter carrier decals.

has

for

The ir

as complete decals have
strong

will do

prominent ESCI/Ertl have

two 1/72 scale kits with

232

"strake". re-released

new



riHIE IPEEirO CCICNIEK bij RJCHARV J.
FEVORCO n

4. F'iedmont 737—201 N735N,
Appalachian

at Cincinnati, 29 JUN 75.

ROBERT

Robert Trader is our featured

photographer is this issue with
some excellent work on some ol-

another

and

India-

been

slides

Msn

Pacemaker"

TRADER

19419
0

S'- 5. Hughes
N2772R,

Airwest

Msn

Fairchild

was

der airliners. Bob is

air traffic controller

hails from Bloomington,
na. He writes he has

shooting photos in both

and prints since the late 1960s
and has a collection of more

than 28,000 pictures.

I
F-27A

awaiting passengers at Phoenix,
Arizona 19 MAY 78 ...

44,he

Bob sent along more than a
dozen shots for this issue, so
I'll keep the article short.

But before I sign off, I am re
laying a request from Ed Galvin
of Brunswick, Maine. He asked
roe if I know of any good spots
for picture taking at JFK. I
have not been to the airport in
nearly three years and can't
help him. Following my recent
move to Colorado, I may not get
to JFK too often in the future.

If there is anyone among you
who knows of a good and legal
location out at Kennedy, please
write to me and I'll include it

my column for everyone.
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I1. Alleqheny
N5812, Msn 352,
PA 19 AUG 77.

Convair CV-580,
at Pittsburgh,

I..

2. North Central CV-580, N3423,

Msn 77, departing Cincinnati,
Ohio, 02 MAY 75.
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3. Seaboard World AW 747-245F

(SCD) N702SW, Msn 20027 was

wearing small Saudia titles on
the rear fuselage when photo
graphed on 18 JUN 78.

8

727-2M7,
Same place,

N721RW,

same day.

7. Convair CV-600,
122,
seen at

OCT 75.

N94261 Msn

of InternationalTexas
TZ’

PT7 Worth, 24Dallas/Ft.
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UNIFORMS of the WORLD
B. TWA 707-131B (note

enqines!) on finals on

77.' This is N783TW, Msn
No location given.

the fan

08 MAR

18402.

By BOB FELDt

In this issue of the CAPTAIN’S LOG we are taking
a look at the stewardess uniforms of two American

carriers that have since departed the scene, and
at those of some foreign airlines.

MetroFairchi1d/Swearingen9.

30II of Southern Airlines on

location not specified.APR 78,
Msn TC-242.Aircraft is N652,

N1061T,DC-9-15,Douglas10.

atMsn 45775, of TWA arriving

26 APR 75.OhioCi ncinnati
/

1 iEDpine

Philippine Air Lines was formed on 25 FEB 41
with a 28% shareholding by TWA. PAL took over
the fleet and routes of bankrupt Philippine Air
Transport and services started on 15
Beechcrafts. The aircraft were destroyed in the

islands on 08 DEC 41 and
resumed on

T ■
MAR With

V

Japanese attack on the
services were suspended. They were
14 FEB 46 with war-surplus C-47s.

The uniforms shown were worn

until 1988 . I don't know when

they were first introduced.
The stewardess or

could wear either a red

with red pearl buttons, a
skirt with an intricate

white design around the bottom,
off-white blouse and a white

scarf with a red border,
with

A. i 2T CSL 1 vertical stripes in the air
line's colors of

blue-burgundy and
plated
worn over

pocket of the jacket. The scarf
was multi-colored again in the

airline's colors. Burgundy
leather or suede pumps with 3

high-heel pumps completed the
uniform. This uniform was worn

until 12:01 a.m. on 01 JUL

when AirCal ceased to exist.

V

white-powder
Gold

AirCal is no longer. It was

bought by and merged into Amer
ican Airlines on 01 JUN 87.

The airline was

as Air California in APR 66 and
operations started on 16 JAN 67

with two Lockheed Electras.
06 APR 81 the
its name to AirCal and

a new color scheme and logo.

11. Fairchi1d-Hi11er yellow,
wide,

left

purser

jacket
red

r ed-

FH-227B Cbelow left) 2" were

breast
wings,

thein Piedmont delivery established
col ors. Cincinnati, 13. (Above) Piedmont

Ohio, 26 APR 75. This YS-llA-205 N2S7P Msn

N70BU Catawba 2118, Santee Pace-1 s
On an

Pacemaker", Msn 549. at Cincinnati,maker
changed
adopted

or aairline
Ohio, 26 APR 75. blue

blue
navy blue jacket
pearl buttons and a
skirt with a

12. (Below right) navy

design similar
red

Cincinnati 29 AUG 75, (Left) Another14. to

FH-227B, N706U Msn Piedmont YS-llA-205, skirt,
blouse

The first stewardess uniform

(left) showed the Spanish heri-
However, as

so did the uni

female

new

Their uniform consisted

an azure blue jacket with a

gilt
skirt

blouse and scarf
and the 2
breast

plated.

h igh-hee1
ensemble.

until 05 MAR 84.

thethe one on

around the bottom. Her

was again of-white
scarf was white with a red bor-

name plate or

566 "Cape Fear Pace- N273P Peachtree

disembar kingmaker Pacemaker , Msn 2122, theandtage of California,

styles changed,
forms. On 06 APR 81 the
flight attendants donned a
look.

It shows waiting at At 1 ant a,passengers.
IB MAY 79.the updated Piedmont Georgia.

der . A

stewardess

above

shoes with

navy blue
pumps.

pursercolors.
worn

The

were

mid-heel

were

breast.

uniform

2"

wings
left

this

leather

the
of

large
blue

button, an azure
and beret. The

were burgundy
left

gold

It

wings over the
of the jacket were

Burgundy leather
pumps completed the
This uniform was worn

A. i XT we s t

was

3" l-j\ji<glae s
Hughes Airwest

lished as Air West

68, the result of a
three local service

Bonanza Airlines,

Lines and West Coast

In APR 70 the Hughes Air (Summa

Corporation) bought the airline
and renamed it Hughes Airwest.

The first issue uniform worn

estab-

17 APRon

ofmerger

operators,
Pacific

Ai r1ines.

The female flight attendants
changed uniforms
(right),
with

color. The

tailored

skirt or slacks,
white with thin.

Air

MAR 84

look

basic

on 06

to a business

azure blue as the

uniform featured a

7

jacket, a vest and
The blouse was

multi-colored
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47 Years
by stewardesses consisted of a
khaki jacket and slacks, a pow
der blue blouse and beige or
tan 1” low heel shoes. A pair

of 2" gold wing was worn on the
left lapel. This uniform was
worn between 1970 and 1972.

Hughes Airwest was put up
for sale by Summa in JUN 79 and
was purchased by Republic Air
lines the following March,
reportedly for $45 million.

of SAS

Uniforms
By ANNE MALM

Scandinavian Airlines System
car-

and

this

flag
Denmark

(SAS), the national
r ier

Norway, is 47
year. Here

tory of the stewardess uniforms
of the past 47 years.

Left lo riyhl: 1) The first uniform of 1946. 2) The Dior "New Look" uniform from 1948. 3) The steward
esses fielped in the design of this uniform which appeared in 1951.4) Uniform for tropical climates form
1958 5) The so called "Caravelie" jacket from 1959. 6) This uniform was designed by the fashion house
Carven, and appeared m 1965. 7) Summer uniform from 1967. Also designed by Carven. 8) So called
escort uniform. Worn by ex-stewardesses taking care of children who were flying on their own. 9) The
winter uniform used from 1971. Designed by Dior. 10) The current SAS uniform was incorporated in 1983.
Designed by the fashion house Calvin Klein.

Sweden,of

oldyears

follows a brief his-

Aeroflot Soviet Airlines was

established in 1923 as Dobrolet

under the Soviet f i ve-f irst
created inThe airline was

1946 by merging the three Scan
dinavian airlines ABA

Air

civil1932 allyear plan. In

aviation in the country was re-
(SwedishDobrolet becameorganized and

the so-called escort hostesses.

They were former stewardesses
who accompanied children
ailing alone, especially
children who were adopted
the Par East at the end of

1960s.

(Danish Air

Air

hagen and Tokyo. This cut the
travelling time from 52 hours

through Europe and Asia to 32

hours. In this year the fleet
included 68 aircraft of a wide

variety of types. The airline

served 84 destinations in 41

countries.

DDLLines),

Lines} and DNL

Lines), The ownership ratio
2/7 DDL, 2/7 DNL and 3/7 ABA.

WozdusnyjGrazdans i jknown as

i
(Norwegian

Plot, or Aeroflot.
% trav-

the

from

the

IS1960s theDuring the early
attired i nstewardess awas

jacketdark-blueseersucker
OSA.S (Overseas Scandi-

Airlines System)
on 01 AUG 46

17 SEP an OSAS DC-4

Bromma Airport at

Airport
This was

with three gilt buttons with a
navian

officially born
and on

departed
Stockholm for Idlewild

(now JFK) at New York,
the first commercial flight by

OSAS and it was routed through

Copenhagen, Prestwick and Gan
der. Total time for the trip
was 27 hours.

wasF* i n na i ar

Finnair's history dates to
01 NOV 23, when Bruno L. Lucan-
der established Aero 0/Y. The

first flight of the new airline

was made on 20 MAR 24, between

Helsinki, Finland, andTallin,

Estonia, with a four-passenger
Junkers P.13. In 1945, follow

ing Word War 2, Finnish air
transport was suspended under
the Allied Armistice Agreement.
In 1946 the Finnish government
acquired a 70% interest in the
pre-war airline Aero 0/Y and on
01 NOV 47 permission was gran
ted to operate with twin-engine
DH-89 biplanes for six passen
gers. On 15 APR 51 Aero 0/Y,
now operating under the name
Finnair, acquired nine Douglas
DC-3 for their new routes.

The uniform pictured is the
current style and has been worn

since 1986 with minor changes.
It is dark blue/black in color

collarless

centerpropeller design in the
The 747 was introduced in

1971, during the 25th
sary year of the
number of stewardesses employed
was 900. They now received a
new winter uniform, designed by

of a tur-

sleeveless

white

half-inchof the buttons and a
anniver-

The
collarthewhite trim around

airline.The airline took its first

step into the jet age when the
Caravelie arrived in the fleet

in 1959. At the same time the

first serving uniform jacket
was introduced and it was af-

fectionally named the Caravelie
jacket. In 1960 SAS started

flying the DC-8 for 131 passen
gers and the impression of the
stewardesses was that the air

craft was "huge".

and down the front of the jack¬
et. The skirt is also dark blue

Shekickpleat.with fronta

wore a white blouse and a beret
In consisted

colored,
1 Dior.

-style hat with wings. Complet-
guoise
dress, together
blouse,
turtle neck

2"
V ing the uniform. she wore

with
mid-heeldark-blue leather

brown

short
turquoise

jumper

or

pumps. and
1980part ofIn the early

When OSAS was created,
stewardesses

the jacket.consis-the stewardess uniform

company
working
DC-4s serving North- and

The

had 30

on the fleet of seven
South

first

starting

andskirtted of a dark-blue
1983 SAS went through its

de-

from letter
was

A.n t 1 1 1 e ^ n InA . fourhasjacket. jacketThe
Themost major change yet.

sign of everything, -
head to the aircraft livery

Antillean Airlines propeller
On the

bullion

wa gilt buttons with

design in their centers,
left sleeve is a

wing with the hammer and sickle
right

a

American routes,
stewardesses had a

salary of about $60 a month.
They wore uniforms that were
almost identical to the ABA

niilitary-style dark-blue uni
form.

As the years went by, the
SAS stewardess uniforms con

tinued to follow the latest

styles. In 1965 the fashion

house of Carven created a new,
less-strict uniform and for the

first time they were specifi
cally tailored for each stewar

dess. In this year the only
propliner still flying regu
larly for SAS was the Convair
CV-440 Metropolitan. The rest
of the fleet consisted of Cara-

velles and DC-8s, with two Con

vair CV-990 Coronados leased

from Swissair.

tablished as the

Division of KLM

Airlines in 1934,
racao. In 1964 KLM

as a subsidiary
the West Indies

West Indies

Royal Dutch
based at Cu-

formed ALM

to take over

Division. ALM

started operations with three
former KLM CV-340 and in JAN 69
the Dutch Antilles

acquired the majority ownership
of the airline from KLM.

The stewardess uniform shown
was worn from 1980 to 1987. It

consisted of a dark-blue jacket

and skirt, white blouse and

white tie with ALM imprinted in

gold. If the stewardess wanted,
she could wear a

sweater in dark blue

and aquamarine trim around the

collar. Navy-blue, 2" mid-heel
pumps completed the uniform.

gold
changed.

Calvin Klein designed a
and at

new

the

a khaki-

The

cap,

since

was re-

the

breast pocket of the jacket
a pair of gilt wings.

The dark blue hat

tary style with gilt cap badge.
Two-inch

in the center. Over
dark-blue uniform

time introduced

colored summer

traditional

which had been in

1946, disappeared and
placed by a beret.

is

sa

uniform.
mi li"is

stewardess
useA uniform change took place

in 1948 when the post-WW2 ra
tioning of fabric was lifted.
The

Dior's

time,

had been purchased by the
line.

government bluemid-heel navy

pumps complete the uniform,
s t e wa r d e s s

and includes

jacket with four gilt logo but
tons and the airline name Finn

air embroidered over the left

breast in white. A white blouse

is worn under the jacket, with
a green-blue-red-pink-white and

multi-colored scarf. The

ina uniformThe

use since 1989

dark-blue jacket with one

button and a pair of gilt wings
over the left breast. The skirt

a new design was inspired
Look".

byofconsists

gilt At this

pressurized DC-6s
air-

"New
includes

from
My uniform collection
SAS

1967 to 1983.

seven

uniforms

In am looking for
thereof

stewardess
isis dark blue and the blouse

white .

uniform are red for

and blue for coach,

the

wears 2" black,

heel pumps and a red felt hat.

partsThe scarfs worn with the
first class

the uniforms or

from the period prior to
If anyone has any
please write me
lASHM, Hesekilleg.

black,

footwear are black

mid-heel pumps. A pair of
2.5" wings are

name Finnair on the jacket.

1967 .

information.

pull-over

with gold
A new light-blue summer uni

form, also designed by Carven,
came into use in 1967, There

was also a red uniform of the

same design. This was worn by

239

In 1951 OSAS changed its name
to SAS and also took over the

domestic and European services.
In FEB 1957 SAS inaugurated its
Transpolar route between Copen-

2"leather Completing
s t e wa r d e s s

mid-

gilt Malm,Anne

19, S-231 53
Trelleborg, Sweden. Thank you.

theuniform /

theworn over leather,

238
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nal Airlines had their newly-
refurbished Grumman G-111 Alba-

tros N120FB on display and it
looked qreat.

The other qreat classic air

liner on display, also new to
Oshkosh this year, was the Mar
tin 4-0-4 of the Mid-Atlantic

Air Museum at Reading, Pennsyl
vania. The aircraft is painted
in the old Eastern Air Lines

Golden Falcon" colors and is

registered N450A. This is an

other truly beautiful aircraft
and it is just fantastic to see
it on the ait show circuit.

(See p.218 in this issue for
more about this Martin - JG)

Dave 'Seagrai U. Hennesey’ Binns
(left) and harion Cole leet again

after 45 years.CIBPOPT IPIP'OM iriHIE irilEILID

f

\ u

Some of the other airliners

Oshkosh" included

Piedmont col-

flown by
USAir/Allegheny and

pilots. Easier Air-
of their Turbo

N300BF is the

USAC Turbo Express

painted in full
titles. The

N96BF, is a

attend inq

USAir’s DC-3 in

"Corner" Pyles, but this year I

was able to bring along Dave
Binns from Columbus. Dave is a

walking piece of history and I

had always wanted to get him up
to Oshkosh. This year I finally
succeeded to get him to his

first-ever visit to the fly-in.
Dave is an old air show per

former himself from back in the

1930s,. '40s and '50s. He was

primarily a parachute
but he also did

with a Curtiss Junior.

ation and got Cliff Haney to be
his pilot. But while Dave was

squeezing himself into the

front cockpit of the Ryan, he
somehow and by accident, pulled
the ripcord that held his para
chute in place. Since he was

packed in there so tight, noth
ing happened.

This was fine, until he got
up in the sky to step out of
the cockpit to make his jump.
The wind got a hold of the par
achute, which had started to

deploy as soon as Dave got up
from his seat. He was jerked

out of the cockpit, but one of
his feet crashed through the
small wind screen in front of

Cliff's face. The 'chute con

tinued back and went between

the tail surfaces and the steel

itself

to the

One riser

neck and

ors. The aircraft is

retired

Piedmont

lines had two

DC-3s on display,

original
DC-3 and was

Easier livery and
aircraft.

N6937C, the L-10498 Super Constellation of Save-A-Connie takes off for her airshow

perfortance. (All photos by Jii JET Thoapson)

other

Easier Turbo-76 without titles.
By JIM "JET" THOMPSON

3umper

a flying act
He did aAlso on display was a replica

of the first west-east transat-
NYP

comedy act as a drunken para
chute jumper under the name of

Seagram W. Hennesey, complete
with Top Hat, tuxedo and tails.
The "W"

stands

OSHKOSH '92: AIRLINER MECCA
lantic aircraft, the

Spirit of St.
owned by the
second replica of
aircraft built by the EAA.

Ryan
Louis".

and

this

ItII IS

EAA is the

famous in the name,
for

Dave says,
whichII

wa ter,

don't use very much.

Dave's most-famous jump
most ended in tragedy,
right here, just north
Port Columbus Airport in

He was doing a
cal village of

I

This year's annual EAA Fly-
In Convention at Wittman Regio
nal Airport, Oshkosh, Wiscon
sin, was another huge thrill
for the airliner enthusiast. In

addition to the thousands of

homebuiIt,
ultralight air-

ground
this year there

for us

transport enthusiasts. They in
cluded both new and old air

craft to really give us a feel
ing of pride. They ranged from
a Stinson SR-9 painted in Amer
ican Airways livery up to a
Santas 747-238B. But the high
light for me was seeing two-
thirds of the active and flying
Connies in the United States in

the air together for the first
time. Oshkosh '92

Connie enthusiast's delight.

ation of the aircraft in

and put her in Military
Transport Service (MATS)

ings. His original plans were
to sell her, but he changed his
mind and decided to continue

the restoration and fly her in
air shows in 1992. And a wel

come sight she was, let me tell
you 1

1991

Air

mark -

Christler Flying Service, Inc.
as N9464. In 1979 the aircraft

was sold to Beaver Air Spray in
Canada as C-GXKO. Conifair Avi

ation, Inc. bought it in 1980

and operated it for four years
as a sprayer before selling it
to motion picture and televi
sion star John Travolta

1984. Travolta had plans to
paint it in TWA livery and fly
it around the world. This never

came to pass and the aircraft
was stored at Ryan Field out
side of Tucson, Arizona for
several years. .Silver Skies
Inc. purchased her from Travol
ta in 1985 and sold her to Vern

Raburn of Scottsdale, Arizona,
in 1987.

Raburn began a major restor-

tr

Two olc3 fariei-ic3s

I had an added pleasure this

year of bringing along a dear
old friend and fellow volunteer

from our Ohio History of Flight

Museum, here in Columbus, Ohio.
I always go with or meet up
with fellow-WAHS member Marion

al-

11 was

of the

1937 .

jump for the lo-

Gahanna, where
he now lives. He had rented a

brace

around and tying
tail of the aircraft,

band went across his

he blacked out briefly.
Dave and Cliff

wire. wrapping

Dave

general

military

craft on display on the
and in the air,
were several airliners

aviation,
and

back

and forth for a few minutes and

yelled
1 n Ryan ST (N14911) from Lane Avi-

The C-121A is similar to the

L-749A civil model, so now we
can see the L-749A and L-1049G.

N450SA, the Hartin 4-0-4 of the Hld-Atlantic Air Nuseui at Reading, Pennsylvania.
Painted in Eastern's 'Silver Falcon* livery, it drew a huge crowd.

O t li e 3T

Other new transport aircraft
the

N808Z

from Forbes Field, Topeka, Kan
sas and the Alexander Aeroplane
DC-3 N28AA. Chalk's Internatio-

at Oshkosh this year
Combat Air Museum's DC-3

were

Vern Raburn's C-121A Constellation in HATS livery shows her colors at Oshkosh '92.was a true
\

The one aircraft, and the
best known of the two, was the
Save-A-Connie L-1049G from Kan

sas City, painted in basic TWA
colors, but with SAC titles.

This Connie had been at the fly
-in before, but she is always a
beautiful sight to see and hear

fly.

J

'-./Vvv 4 *
.1^.

New this year was N494TW,
C-121A model. This aircraft was
built in 1948 for the

flown

t' I
a

1 ●

military

by them until

'(

and was

1968. She was sold that year to 240
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I sure do. but he did

bother to tell he had been

pilot in question.

PI
not

the

Getting back to Oshkosh,
of the great moments of taking
Dave up there came on the first
day. I managed to get a hold of
air show performer Marion Cole
after his act that afternoon. I

brought him together with Dave
and it was just like Homecoming
Week. The two had not seen each

other since the 1947 air show

at Richmond, Indiana. Cole is

the only air show performer
still around and active from

one

the days when Dave used to per
form. Cole was just amazed

thrilled to see Dave again

I stood

the

and

and

TOP TO BOTTOHi there, marvelling
recalling
who

as

two

names of

formed with them at that

mond air show, 45 years ago.

have hard enough a time

to remember

Oshkosh last year, let alone at
a small air show 45 years ago!

thewere

thoseN44V is operated by USAir and looks great in
Piedient livery.

had per -

Rich-

I

tryingH3005F of Easier Airlines' is the original USAC

Turbo Express DC-3. who performed at

N9SBF, converted by Basler, is a Turbo-67.

All in all, the 1992 EAA Fly
-In Convention at Oshkosh this

past summer was another huge
success. There were more than

13,000 airplanes and more than
815,000 people, making Wittman
Regional Airport the busiest
airport in the world for that
week. Next year's fly-in and
convention will be held from 30

JUL to 05 AUG or so and 1 high
ly recommend a visit by any
airliner enthusiast. Each year
there are new and different

airliners and with more and

more of the old classics being

restored, the fly-in just gets
better.

One thing I would like to see

next year or so would be to get
all airliners together in the

N28AA is a DC-3 owned by Alexander Aeroplane. It
was new at Oshkosh this year.

The Coibat Air Huseui of Topeka

Field) brought their DC-3, NBOBZ to Oshkosh this

year.

Kansas (ForbesP

TOP: This newly-refurbished Gruaaan 6-111 Albatross

N120BF, c/n 7243, is owned by Chalk’s International
Airlines.

air and do several fly-bys.
This was done a few years ago
with a Ford, Stinson and Jun

kers trimotors, along with a
Lockheed L-12, a DC-3 and the

L-1049G. The latter was put in
a holding pattern while the
British Airways Concorde lan
ded. Talk about a thrill and a

half 1

finally Cliff realized he could

not do anything to help Dave,
so he shut down the engine and
bailed out over the side, which

is what Dave had been yelling
at him to do. All Dave himself

could do was ride the airplane
down for the crash landing.

About this time,

that trusty old Triangle para
chute did just what it was sup
posed to do: it opened up full
and began slowing the airplane

down. But it was not designed
to lower that much weight and

Dave told me it looked

tight, it would have exploded
like a balloon had you touched
it with a pin.

Dave and the Ryan passed

Cliff on their way down and
they bounced to a semi-soft

landing with only minor
to both. Dave was taken to

hospital but was released
next morning. That afternoon he
was back at the airport, ready
for his next jump. Cliff was
back up flying again an hour or
so after the incident when a

ABOVE: N-T-211 is one of several Ryan NYP 'Spirit of
St. Louis' replicas built by the EAA.

WI ; Eastwood, A.B.

Roach: Piston Engine
Production List, 1991;

Klee, U & others, JP Airline

Fleets International, 1992/93.

Lane, Foster A., LOG

Fifty
Aviation;

and

Air 1iner

J.

though.

Information for this article

was provided by:
EAA Aviation Center, Oshkosh,

BOOK,
GeneralofYears

so

JKX ' 9 2
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WAHS member BILL THOMPSON of

THOMPSON ASSOCIATES has made a

video of the banquet speech by
Capt. A1 Haynes at the AI'92 in
California.

He also showed a video that

Includes the communication be

tween the crew and the tower at

Sioux City.
Bill doesn't want to make a

commercial venture out of ma

king the tape available. There
fore it is available in the

U.S. for a delivered price $20,
including a $5 donation to
Capt. Haynes' favorite Little

League operation at his home
location. The delivered price
in Canada is $21 (U.S.) and in

the rest of the world $25

(U.S.). The tape can be sup

plied in VHS only.
Contact Bill Thompson at Box

668, Beecher, IL 60401.
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damage
the

the

Capt. Haynes was in command
of United flight #232, a DC-10
-10,

1989 when an engine
He, his crew and ground
trollers at Sioux City
the

from Denver to Chicago
exploded.

in

reporter from the local news
paper came out to Lane Aviation
to talk about the story he had

just heard about. The
just
Cliff' did not know he was
the pilot who had had to bail

Cliff took him up over the

site for some photos,
asked Cliff

the incident

Cliff answered

con-

brought

crippled aircraft down,
saving the lives of 184 out of
296 people on board.

At the Saturday evening

banquet of AI'92, Capt. Haynes
talked about what happened and
about the healing process af
terward .

reporter
into KfcNSAS

happened to run

mHd'i ma>» advanced twinongln* oiriln*'

The SILVER FALCON was built for Eastern

by the Glenn L. Martin Company to bring
you the highest degree of dependability.

out -

crash
When the reporter
if he knew where
had taken place. 242
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ting came out very weak. Dave

sent me one and my opinion is
that it probably was printed
that way by design, with
Express" just in outline and
One" in bold. My computer does

the same thing.
As it turns out, this

of letter doesn't show up
well on the wing and they
all recalled. Dave says a

ond issue is coming out,

ing more details.

We start off with a new air

line, called Miami Air. Based
at Miami,

ny flies
the moment. PEDRO

this outfit in his rounds as he

works for Continental Airlines.

This pinback wing is gold with
red lettering (#1).

naturally, the compa-

mostly charters for
MUNEZ found

IT

Tl

type
very

were

sec-

show-

r/

^1o
'J

the AtlantaWhen I was at

show, I picked up a couple of
airport wings. The Edmonton Mu
nicipal Airport wing (#2) is a
Stoffel style S-4, pinback with
gold and black letters. The
other wing is from Rockford
Airport (#3) in a Stoffel S-7
style, in silver with blue let
ters and design.

, Mi-
*■

w.

JOHN COLLENTINE was the first

with the

Air1ines

has

the

one to come up
issue of America West

(#7). This stick-on wing
Made in China" stamped on

clear plastic cover it comes
in. It is in a grey color, with
red letters on the bar.

^Ai
new

iiriu ;i

Alillif

IT

What would this article be

without a contribution by DAVE
CHERKIS? He has found at least

three new wings. One is from
American Trans Air (#4). It is

basically the same as the
vious issue, except
letters are roman (straight)
instead of italic (slanted) as
in the old one. The next one is

from a company called Empire
Airlines (#5). None of us be

lieves it was issued by the

long-defunct Empire Airlines in
upstate New York. In fact,
body is certain, but rumor
it that this Empire
was a California company. Any
one out there who can help?(*)

The third find by Dave

this Express One wing (#6).
Dave's story is that this issue
was an error because the prin-

I also have this

J Byrons

This Stoffel S-5 style
laneous wing salutes the
American Hero. And I

they dropped the "J".

Bugle Boy
kiddie wing (#8).

misce1-

Great

thought

tl

pre-

that the

II

Kiwi International

is a new airline and its

kiddie wing is shown (#9). This
very colorful Stoffel S-5 style
wing has a pinback. It is in
gold color with the center logo

turquoise,
reddish- purple.

Airlines

first
no-

has

Airlines
a

wh i te andin a
is

the greatest find in
belongs to JOHN

rather

Great

fair-

Perhaps

quite some time
RUSSELL. He found this

(#11) at the
LAX

unique wing
Western show at the

HECTOR CABEZAS writes from

Frankfurt that one of the Aero

flot spinoffs is called Russian
International Airlines. Its

wing is shown as #10. This is a
charter airline only and uses
Aeroflot crew and aircraft, the

latter with a different paint
scheme. Hector said they give

away pinback kiddie
shown. These are

a white, blue and red
the center. The circle around

the logo is in yellow, as are
the words Russian International

Airlines. The name Aeroflot is

in red.

California,
who

in Pamona,grounds
where he met

had

PRECEDING PAGE a gentleman
had them since

j unior
in-

said he

about 1935. This
of brass with an

logo.

Left-hand column!

1.Miami Air pinback kiddie

wing. Gold with red letters.

2.Edmonton Municipal Airport
wing pinback, letters in
gold and black. Stoffel S-4.

3.Rockford Airport. Silver,
with blue letters and de

sign. Stoffel S-7 style.
4.American Trans Air (#4).

5.Empire Airlines. Romored to

be a California company.

is a

wing made

terchangeable
could be used by

airlines

Itcenter

any fiveof

simply by
The

different

changing the center piece,
are Transconti-

Western

wings

in black, with

logo

as

five airlines

nental and Western Air,
Air Express, Eastern Air Lines,

and Pan Ameri-

in

United Air Lines
The center

t cardboard with a
Isn't this

pieces
cel -

just

can Airways-

are ^us

lophane cover.
beautiful! A great find
reminder to all that it pays

at any and
shows -

and a

Ri-Qht—hand columnj.,

6.Express One wing.
7.America West Airlines stick-

Made in China"

0."Bugle Boy J Byrons
wing. Stoffel S-5 style mis

cellaneous wing
9.Kiwi International Airlines

pinback. Stoffel B-5 style.
10.Russian International Air-

1ines.

to

{*) There was an Empire Airline

operating out of Boise, Idaho
in the late 1940s/early 1950s.
It was founded as Zimmerly Air

lines in 1944 and changed its
name to Empire Airlines on 01
MAR 46 and was absorbed by West
Coast Airlines on 04 AUG 52.

that

(JG)

all
keep looking
flea market-type

on
>

kiddie time.this

information

for

the
That is it

Keep

, . it helps us all .
folks .

coming .

Happy collecting.
Could this be the airline

issued this wing?
245244
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have our own thoughts of what we were looking
at. There were times when we really did not want

to leave .. we had too much fun, too many things
to look at. When could we come back? The next
time 1

fly topick up andDoesn't everyone just
Frankfurt/Main for a weekend?

Copyright 1992
George Walker Cearley, Jr.

was the International
92 .

the meeting. Hector
folder describing the

I had received a few of these invitations
but this time we were able to fly over.

Our excuse to do this

Aviation Hobby Meeting on 31 OCT and 01 NOV
beforeA couple of weeks

Cabezas had mailed me a
Then it was time for Hector to head over and

help Lothar Grim, Kurt Preis and Mario Praetor,

the organizers of the Frankfurt Hobby Meeting at
the Gaststatte Turnhalle Schwanheim on Saar-

brucker Strasse A, Frank furt.Main-Schwanheim.
How about that for a mouth full! The next twc

days would be busy.

The schedule article in this issue is devoted entirely to a survev of i
airlines during the year 1991. The list below is composed entirely of scheHni ^ issued by U.S.
of Perry Sloan. Therefore, it is only as complete as his collection- «;o ^ collection
omissions. ' ' possibly a few

event.

before,

I was on a three-day American Airlines trip,
O'Hare, on time, that

I wanted to do

up schedule-wise.
my gate late

that morning. Just wanted to make sure we would
be together so we could go to the front counter
and check in our bags and also go through the

I had a set of civvie clothes at

and leave my

all dressed up and
As some

Admiral" in the fam-

time before my arrival
coffee and

expecting to arrive at
Thursday afternoon. Diane and
this, without getting messed
So I had asked her to meet me at

1991 SCHEDULE SURVEY

ALASKA

Around 10 a.m. Saturday morning, we got
selves going and after a cup of coffee we took a
taxi to Schwanheim. There were a lot of familiar
faces at the show. Caught sight of Niek
len and Margaret down a row of tables. Diane and

Bruce Shuey were there, too. Then Oleg
nov came up with a BIG hug for us all.

our -

Jan 8, Apr 7, June 5, Sep 5

ALOHA
Vermeu-security check.

ORD operations so I could change
uniform in Ops. Diane was
waiting for me when I got to the gate,
of you know, Diane is the
ily, so
sitting in soft chairs and enjoying
relaxation.

Jan 7, Jul 1, Sep 3

Charito-

Oleg is
AMERICAN

Jan 7, Jan 31, Mar 2, Apr 7, June 1, Jul 1, Aug 1, Oct 1, Nov 1

AMERICA WEST

Feb 1, Apr 7, Jul 1, Oct 27, Dec 15

IT

Dec 18

she spent the
A view of the collection in the

Historical Collection. The

part of the collection of

the model of a Zeppelin "
shelf immediately above the
Brasil and Avianca flight bags.

Aviation

photo shows
models. Note

shed" on the

Panair do

BRANIFF ( I )ClassOur tickets were processed FIRST
would be off to Frankfurt/Main(h!ay have been schedule published, but not confirmed) on an9

and we

American Airlines MD-11 no less!
I knew most of the cockpit crew, ICONTINENTAL was

Since

invited to see the new all-glass cockpit config
uration with all of the "Gee Whiz

I was welcome to sit

Feb 14, June 14
stuff. As a

on the jump
the

II

DELTA
crew member,

behind the captain for the takeoff and
an experi-

of the

Feb 1, Mar 2, Apr 1, May 1, June 1, Jul 1, Sep 1, Nov 1, Dec IS seat

first portion of the flight. It was
for someone like

I
EASTERN to be partme

ence

glass worId .Jan 1 M

The warmth of the cabin, however, beckoned as
The two

flight to
husband and wife

day/niqht/
the least and

HAWAIIAN

ready to relax after a long day.
the nine-hour

I was

of us settled in for
FRA. The cabin service by a

was excellent and it made our

June 15

MIDWAY

IIII teamJan 8, Apr 7, May 1, June 1 Sep 4

day. The seats are large Lo say
could almost double for a small bed. The service

comfortable.
MIDWEST EXPRESS

wonderful and its made us veryMar 17, Apr 15, Jul 15, Oct 1, Dec 16 was

It had been a long time since our
to Germany and I couldn't wait.

i.previous visit

And a good time was had by all .
obvious in this photo, isn't it? This was

apar t-
Hector Cabezas before we all

to the Struwwelpetter
the table:

Erwino Bieber, Val Omajni-
Diane Koran, Diane

Shuey and Dick Koran. Bruce Shuey did the
honors as cameraman.

Qui t eNORTinVEST

Jan 1, Feb 13, June 1 Jul 1, Aug 1, Sep 5, Oct 1, Oct 31, Dec 15

PAN AMERICAN

May 1, Oct 27

SOUTHWEST

Jan 8, Apr 7, June 10, Sep 6

We arrived around 8 a.m. on Friday morning
to low fog and a few circuits
pattern awaiting our turn for approach and land
ing. After picking up our bags, we were off by
taxi to the Steigenberger Hotel, not far from
the Flughafen. Hector had made our reservations

as it was close to everything

The Party before the party at the
ment of

whisked our

the holding1 n

way

Restaurant. From left around

Jaromir Kr al.

kov, Hector Cabezas,
that we

there,

would be doing. He would call us later that
ternoon to go with him to the airport for a tour

But first ... some coffee to get
little nap

a f -
TWA

Jan 13, Mar 18, May 1, June 1, Jul 1, Sep 9, Oct 1, Oct 27, Dec 18
of the museum,

the cobwebs out of our heads, and aUNITED

in our room.
Jan 8, Feb IS, May 1, June 7, Sep 4, Oct 31

and

to show
Krai

When Hector arrived, we were ready to go
all of the goodies he was prepared
In the museum, our good friend Jaromir

corner

US AIR

see

us .

from Czechoslovakia, came around the
surprise us. Many of you
from the Orlando convention. We knew we'd have a
good time in Frankfurt.

Jan 8, Mar 2, May 2, Sep 4, Nov 1
to

Jaromirmay remember

AIRLINES
Airline Memorabilia Show & Sale

Saturday, April 3, 1993
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

the museurrHector gave us the Grand Tour of
including some time to just look

this room and

at
facilities,

all of the aviation history in
247
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retired now from Aeroflot and he brought with
him two new faces from Moscow. Their table

already set up when we got there. A lot of good
ies on that table.

Alois was on his way to Munich, the Shueys

taking a short side trip to Brussels and
rest of us ... well, we each would go our

on Monday.
Those of us who were with Oleg and his com

panions all signed U.S. dollar bills before
left their apartments, as a good luck token. All
I have to do now is find someone who can trans

late the signatures!. Any guesses?

were

the

ways

Diane took a ride on
this old Swiss
tain bus. It used to
carry

rr'was moLin—

passenaers to

airplane that was ^Val Omajnikov was there from Toronto, joining
in with the rest of us. New faces were intro
duced too, including Erwin Bieber, a
teacher at the conservatory in Vienna.
Weinfurtner drove more than four hours

rl''
an

we
par ked the arass

an airfield, 1ong
before today's load
ing b ridoes

on

music

Alois

from

Kirchdorf, near Munich, to be at the hobby meet
ing. Alois has a museum of airline uniforms
other artifacts in his collection,

speak English, but he joined in with

no matter what we were doing. Not knowing
other's language is not a drawback
friends!

of

came in - ft
to

This time,
drove folks

the Flugha-
so they could

Loc kheed

use.

the bus

over to

fen

tour the

Constellation
the

and

He doesn't

everyone,
the

among Kiwi International kiddie wing. This wing is

"gold" plastic with green and purple separated
by the stylized white "K". The bar at the bottom

has "International Airlines" in green. When I

was ready to depart from Newark International

not too long ago, I met the Kiwi crew and they

gave me a few of the Kiwi International kiddies.

The captain was wearing one on his hat as Kiwi

hadn't yet acquired their regular insignia.

near

terminal area,

bus, built

had a passenger bench along one side and
of two—person seats on the other. It

was driven by Joachim Friedrich and his wife
cal 1ed

The

1947,
a series

1 n
After a day looking over all kind of

and aviation goodies
graphs, postcards, models, pins, Lufthansa books
and flags, and whatever, you name it, in
or English, somebody had something someone
wanted. It was great! Just like in
only you heard German being spoken.

airline

wings, badges, photo-

German

else

States,

off the stops en—route.

the

Sunday found us back
Turnhalle. There were a
spent a great amount of time at a fellow's books

and postcards. He hadn't been there Saturday, so
he was

at Schwanheim at the

few new faces and I USAir IS in the "AIR these days with

talk about the British Airways decision to make
a 'f'7S0 million investment in the U.S. airline.

BA "defended the proposed alliance, insisting
its terms would not aive the British carrier

'control' over USAir, but simply a veto on cer

tain financial decisions," said Aviation Week in

NDV 32. The wing is silver with

That evening, a group of us went down to the
Sachsenhausen area to visit Hector's

and a relax a while. The apartment was a
for anyone's eyes! Not a bare spot on any wall!
Glass cases with wine and beer glasses, pictures
on all the walls. Our daughter had painted a
picture of a horse for Hector some time

it was right there. Julie would be proud of that
= Hector is. There were old pictures and new

more stuff" as Diane would call
his-

apartment

feast very nice in that.explaining

translating from German in some of the books,
acquire a few cards from him for my military

collection.

this n

I

did

enamelago and

Diane took a ride on the old bus that used to
carry passengers to an airplane parked on the
grass of some airfield. This time, the bus drove
folks over to the Flughafen so they could tour
the Lockheed Constellation near the terminal

was a Swiss mountain bus, built in
were seated on a bench

on a series of two-person

It was driven by Joa-
His wife called off the stops en

pictures, or

it, on any wall you wanted to look at. All
torical, too ... except some of the "artsy" pic
tures in the bathroom. Bruce Shuey knows that
place!

M

area. The bus

1947. The passengers

along one side and
seats on the other side,
chim Friedrich,
route.

Hector was the consummate host, pouring
or beer, while carrying
the cameras came out for pictures.

As I type this, I can still
all of the conversation

Thanks, Hector,
Your home is also a

wine

Then

them

hear

on a conversation.

Some of
Luxair Junior Captain wing, acquired from Hector

Cabezas at the Schwanheim hobby meeting. This

kiddie is quite a kiddie to say the least. It is

a beautiful one indeed in gold with the red lion
rampant on the blue-white shield. There are a
few red "dots" in the crown if you look close. A
Junior Stewardess joins the captain in this set.

are true gems.

Later that afternoon the
thin out,

going on. What fun!

for being the gracious
"historical museum!"

crowd started to

(Grim, Preis

together so
away and

host. so the guys in charge,
and Praetor) started to get things
we could help out with putting tables
cleaning

British Airways
services of ailing Dan-Air at

has taken scheduled

Airport,
bringing to 50 the number of destinations it now

Gat wic k

Next was a visit to a favorite restaurant,
Struwwelpeter, on Neuer Wall 3 am Affentorplatz
und Kleine Rittergasse 39! How about that! The
meal was wonderful (I know, I've eaten there be
fore) and the beer and
The bunch of

up. That was fun, too, in a way, as we
got to see the other section of the Turnhalle
and the storage areas. It was also the last call
for prizes for tickets handed out
and the last trades

serves from London's second-largest airport,"
says Aviation Week of 23 NOV 92. The Dan-Air

wing has a black backing with gold wings and the
red and white flag encircled
photo in Aviation Week shows

being applied near the front of the 737 fuselage
and the Dan-Air loqo on the tail.

Saturday,on

wine were even better,

us joined in on a long table with
two couples already sitting there. Seeing us,
they just slid down a bit and everyone of us was
accommodated on the benches. The meals were won
derful .. not to say that we were hungry,
one of the Struwwelpeter
night.

were consummated. by gold wire. A

"Bri11 sh Airways"
Following all this, a number of us decided to

stay for the evening meal at the Gaststatte,
with good soups and German bread. We had better
eat, for later we were invited to have a snack
with the Russians. Their apartments was near the
River Main, not far from Frankfurt itself. We
found the place after some gyrations in the car,
with a few dead-ends on a street or two. This
was a first for my Diane, too! She is amongst us
now.1 ^

I have

menus to savor that

Hector said we should head around the corner
and go see one of his best buddies, the bar
tender, Pedro, at the Malaga. Now, that was a
place! The photographs Bruce Shuey took, tell
the tale. The beer and festive atmosphere helped
the whole thing in keeping with a Spanish influ
ence propagated by Hector's rhythmic movements
on the dance floor. One can't say we did not
have a good time. Then the soup came out. It was
so "HOT" ... warm, too, that it would bring
teats to your eyes. That got more folks on the
dance floor for one more round. It was great
night for those who were there. We'll have to do
this one again!

My thanks to Niek and Margaret for the
to the hotel. Talk about FOG! It
you could cut it with a
while to get to the
it. Niek didn't

New Swissair hiat badge (above) and wings (below)

sent to me by Charlie Dolan, our resident Balti
more collector. They are quite stylized
polished logo and the Swiss cross in the center,
rather than the airplane motif of years gone by.
You will note that the right side of
has been curved and that there is a

left. Both the wing and the hat badge
"softer" finish on the back.

Val Omajnikov would help us with translations,
●again, when we spent an hour or so with the Rus
sians .

with a

Hector, too, helped. Between them, the
translations were free-wheeling since the rest
of us didn’t speak Russian. When it finally came
time to leave, the Russians hugged us
one of them broke my reading glasses in my pock
et. But a good time was had by all, as the say
ing goes. Oleg had put on a good spread with
vodka, sausage, bread and lots of toasts
clear liquid

the wing

notch at

have ahard. British Airways is in the news these days with
all the talk about tiieir "strategic 'globaliza
tion jigsaw'," as Lord King described it in
recent issue of Aviation Week magazine. It seems
BA's efforts confirm their view "that it would

be a major step In becoming a truly global air
line," says Aviation Week of 23 NOV 92. The BA
wing is black with silver wire and a red "Speed-

bird" in the center.

so

a

theas
M

worked its

Hector and Val drove us back to the Steigen-
berger Hotel = we had a 10:30 a.m. departure
Monday morning; Niek Vermeulen and Margaret had
left early that evening to begin their drive
The Netherlands,

tr charm".drive

thick,

it took a

we made

was so

knife and

Ste igenberger, but
miss a curve either.

to

249Erwin had left for Vienna,240



Atlanta

staff/flight
5h own

and

wi ngs
al 50

staff/

HF3Air Atlanta Icelandic (Flugfelagid
responded with pilot and ground

attendant wings. The full-size wings
here and are worn by pilots. Ground

flight attendants wear half wings,

were designed in Germany last year and
manufactured there. Pilots and ground

flight attendants started wearing these wings in
1991. Note the logo! The wings are
some detailing within and below the

This Samoa wing came to me via Ed Young,

West Coast Wing Master. He had acquired
wings and passed this one along to me.
Ed. The wing was cast,
but there is quite a lot of detail, as you
see in the photograph. The recessed areas
black to give the piece mc»re definition,
surfaces are light grey.

the

t wo

Thanks,

I c an tell,
c an

ar e

The

ar e

st a f f

The

ar eDruk-Air hat badge (above) and pilot winqs
low). Druk-Air is the national airline of Bhutan
and flies international passenger
tween Bhutan and India. The airline

Government

as bestCbe- as

services be-

was estab-

of King
Thanks to

Northwest connection. The hat

have to admit,
side of the central de

sign ... an all gold finish. The wings are gold,
too, with a dark-blue padded back.

with

lished by the Royal Bhutan
Jigme Singye Wangchuck on 01 APR Bl.
Tom Malloy, my
badge is VERY distinctive, you
with a dragon on either

Lufthansa's f,-

at the seventh
*mous ''Tante JU" flew into my hands

' International Aviation Hobby Meet
at Gaststatte Turnhalle Schwanheim, near Frank-

D-AOUI flies across the Pilot wing of LADECO of Chile. It is worn crn the
shirt. Thanks, Charlie Dolan. LADECO is a pri-
vatel y-contr ol 1 ed airline which operates ser

vices throughout Chile and on international
the LADECO aircraft many

only because I envy the pilots

I have not had much luck acquir-
to Char—

furt/Main in Germany,
bottom from the light blue skies into
blue heavens!

the dar k

routes. I have seen

t i mes in Miami

flying the 707.

ing their full-size wings, but thanks
lie, I now have a r epr esent at i ve erne at last,

is in qold, with a silver
ter .

It

aircraft in the cen-

aVIICILINIE IPILAVrilNe CaVPIDS bij THOAUS
PRAGGES

Vietnam Airlines wing acquired
International Aviation Hobby Meetinq near Frank—
furt/Main

seventh

This is my first article since we rocked

rolled in L.A. at AI '92. It was great to
friendships and make new ones, since I had
been to an Airliners International in

years. Seems every time Bryant Pettit sets
in California, we have an earthquake,
will have to keep a graph on that one.

and

renew

not

four

foot

I guess we

31 OCT/01 NOV 92. Thi s

tered somewhat after the Aeroflot
is heavier in weight and has .
The wing has a gold finish and
light-blue enamel along with the
profile. You will note some
sur faces,
camera. My thanks to

great acquisition.

winq IS pat-

wing, but it
a pinback for wear.

r

K
SSB|0 pa

I
na rthe has

air p1ane
marks on the

center

igold
"black"

reflections fromGaruda Indonesian Airways pilot

from the captain by Larry
Quiet Birdman. He took a vacation trip to the
Far East and came away with this wing for my
collection. The wing has fine detail along with
a gold finish. My thanks to Larry.

acquir ed

Beecher, a fellow
but they are Just

Hector
my

Cabez as thisfor
Thanks to Al Meder, whom I met

for the first time, I was able to come
some cards that I hadn't seen before.

at Airliners

with iup %

j]●f

rd

I?The first is a pair from Air India, of which
one is illustrated. The card has a black back

ground with a red box in opposite corners and
First Class" in white in the box, "Air India

under each box. The other card is the reverse,
with a white background with the red boxes/white
text in the opposite corners and "Air India" in
black .

Tf^

[t
First
Class

fr M

CHINA AIRLINESAIR INDIA

BWIA (British West Indian Airlines)

hard-pink on a yellow background and an L-1011
flying from left to right. The text "We are the
Caribbean" is in black.

IS in

BWIA

,£££0000 i Russian International Airlines pilot
quired at the International Aviation Hobby Meet
ing in Schwanheim, near Frankfurt. The winqs are
gold wire on a black cloth backing and ar a sew-
on badge. A badge was also part of the deal with

captain we have
blue

in the middle and red at the bottom of the but
ton. The badge is not shown. CWhlte-blue-red are
the colors of the Russian ^as opposed to Soviet^
flag).

wings,
China Airlines has a series of cards showing

various birds. The one with a parrot is shown. I

understand a different one was issued every
month in 1992. If anyone has any additional in
formation, please let me know. I am also looking
for single cards of he other decks in the se
ries. If you have any to spare, 1 can trade
for a card of the one illustrated if
it.

tern. The center is tan and the leaves of

tree branch green. The blossom is white.

East German civil pilots wore
had numbered pendants attached to

number of kilometers flown,
million km.

eter and also on the aircraft. Some white enamel

as well. The text at the top and
are also of white enamel.

this badge
indicate

that

the

□leg Charitinov, the Aeroflot

met before. The logo has white at the top.
as above, 2e. g.

The badge has gold around the perim-
you

need
We are the Caribbeanon the aircraft

bottom and the leaves

The bar is gold with the number in white enamel.

you

The cards have a red border with a pink pat-
the

>
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issued

their new MD-11 against a blue
formation below,

the name in Chinese characters

English name in red,
logo.

China Airlines also a card showing
sky with cloud

The airline's logo is in blue,
in blue and the

both to the right of the

©1993 Robert Neal Marshall

some materials submitted by Pat McCollamSAFETT CAKES

British
y ElKLM have issued two decks of card with iden

tical illustrations but different colors. One

has a blue background with white and dark-blue

KLM-and-crown logo, the other has an orange
background with white and red logo.

/Irr

□«● *2 w s]

a
.<C#tNA A1RUNE&

b ^

INES

Gulf Air, the favorite airline of

lins, has this card with purple background,
eagle and names (English and Arabic) are in gold
with the eagle's features outlined in black.

Paul Col-

The
y

K
'●●A*

¥

1
Consider for a moment, the British Empire. Her

aircraft alone had exalted names such as Argosy,

Hermes, Tudor, Viscount and Vanguard. The very

essence implied the power and grace of Gods,
Royalty, and Nobility'. Airlines formerly and cur

rently part of Great Britain’s air transportation system still bear names that demand respect, such as Britannia and Monarch. Even Virgin
Atlantic compels imperial reflection for the Virgin Queen herself, Elizabeth I.

Z>t

Instructions
Afi

^ ^The Philippine Airlines card depicts a paint
ing, "Cartellon" by Manny Baldemor. The picture
is outlined by a narrow white line and a
blue border. The airline logo is in dark

gold and red, all outlines in white. All text is
in white.

♦

grey-

blue,
●Jmm

●f

Worldways Canada has issued this white card.
It shows a DC-8-63 flying in front of the globe.
All printing is in blue and turquoise, except
the text "... flies the world", which is in red.

This card is slightly wider than most airline
cards.

f
In this issue I would like to take a brief

network for the British Isles. It is truly
Arizona (94,217 sq. mi. versus 113,909 A

and continues to have today, such a A
there were at least seven fairly ma- H
These airlines included B.O, A. C., 9
British Midland among others

g ^ ►: glance at some of the multiple airlines that have pro\nded an extensive air

extraordinary that a countiy' which could easily fit inside the state of

sq. mi. according to Webster’s New Word Dictionary) has had in the past
remarkable number commercial air carriers. As recently as the early 1970 ’ s

jor and several minor British airlines all operating in and out of the U.K..
B.E.A., British Caledonian, Britannia, Monarch, Dan Air London and

KLM KLMAs always, I plead, beg, ask,
tion you to PLEASE send me
come across,

ders of the CAPTAIN'S LOG. I have other

to offer in trade, if you are
lecting single cards.

request,
new

pet i -

you

rea-

s ingles
interested in col-

cardsany

so we can share them with the

1

PhllippineAMfms
British
airways

. . u.

Until the next time, happy collecting and may
you have a Very Happy New Year.

!

Vir^n Atlantic B-747

i V 1 ± nD i-t "b t— l-TR: O' 1Kl_r^

British Airways has clearly grown and made
its presence known. As a result of the 1974

merger of British Overseas Airways Corpora

tion and British European Airways, British

Airways became the combination of the former
carriers Domestic, European and Transconti

nental service. The late 1980’s absorption of British Caledonian further

increased the size and reach of this already massive airline.

has issued many promotional items over the years,

from stickers to postcards to playing cards. Our

playing card editor, Thomas Draqges, reports on
and shows two new decks from the airline on this

747-206 SUD/SCD, N1909E "Admiral

Msn 22380/539 at LAX 27 JUN 92.)

Photo by Joop Gerritsma

page. (Photo:
Richard E. Dyrd,

CAxmm
ByMA.NKyBAU]EMflR

PHILIPPINE AIRLINESGULF AIR

BRITISH AirwaveBritish
airways

r. I

'jm

WORLDWAYS CANADA

BWmSH gnfifSJiAKi

1

\Ki.in

BRITISH CALEDOIMIAIM

Emergency Procedures

1-

V

HP

WORLDWAyS

Once the late 1950’s and early 1960’scombi-cards were withdrawn, B.O.A.C.
favored a large fold open book-style card that was sealed in a heavy plastic cover.
B.E.A used a two-sided card that appeared as if printing was applied directly
on the plastic. Once the merger was complete, British Airways adopted the
Transart Inplastor. Ltd, printing format formerly used by B.E, A. This particular253



In the category of “Budget” airlines one must not forget to pay

respect to SirFreddieLaker’sSkytrainDC-10 service. Apparently

Sir Freddie is starting up a new service ofsome sort utilizing 727-
200 equipment. Although no longer considered a strictly budget

airline with its “Upper Class” service. Virgin Atlantic’s fleet of
red and white 747’s cannot be overlooked.

LakerAirwaysdesign and format lasted many years with variations and additions in safety features pointed out.
Eventually, multiple languages were added to the presentation of basic features and many cards
were printedfor a particular series of aircraft with the registration numbersprinted on the cards.

It is interesting to note that after the British Airtours 737 runway fire in Manchester, all cards

began to include the image of a crew member pointing away from an overwing exit if fire is
present. Also note the Boeing 747 exit plan after British Airways made the controversial move
of sealing shut the L3 and R3 overwing exit doors in favor of additional seating. Recent series

“Safety On Board” cards have gone back to the book-style cards for British

Airways showing a full color photograph of the aircraft on the cover. Inside, i

illustrations are in bright colors with exceptional detail, including a cabin cutaway
showing proper and improper storage ofcarry-on luggage as well as seat-back and
tray-table requirements.

Not exactly “regional” in classification, due to the fact that any

flight of more than 400 miles will most likely be international from
the United Kingdom, smaller yet es
tablished airlines include Dan-Air Lon

don. Dan Air started in the 1950’s as

a charter airline, but now operates both
scheduled and charter services. Dan

Airutilizes a range of equipment which
include the 727, Bae-146, BAG 1-11,

737 and HS-748. Also to be found at

the Du.\ford air museum is a former

Dan Air Comet

4 in pristine
condition.

SAFETYON BOARD

AIRBUS A320
DAIM-A.BH
LOtMaON

I.

In the category of Charter Airlines, one of the biggest is Britannia
Airways. Flying primarily a fleet of Boeing 767’s, Britannia started in

the early 1960’s with Lockheed Constellations then moved to the

Bristol Britannia turboprop. Britannia Airways cards arc similar in feel

and design to the BA cards by Inplastor.

J

v-u/f

Dan Air safety cards, like most, have come

is various shapes and sizes, a late 1980’s
version is a two sided paper card with a

light laminated cover. Art is in black ink
with exits and warnings in red; slides,

lifejackets, handles and oxtygen masks in yellow. One Dan Air combi-card has
completely re-designed the Boeing 727-100 (or at least has indicated two non
existent exits!).

i \ .
BOEING

British Airtours runs a massive charter operation as a subsidiary of

British Airways as does Caledonian. While visiting Marana/Ever-
green field in Arizona a few years ago, I happened upon a pile of
hundreds of airliner seats stacked high in a back lot. In the seat back

pockets were “Welcome Aboard’ ’ booklets as well as safely cards, all
from one of the former British

Airtours 707’s. The plane had re

cently had its interior gulled and the

goods were still in place. With per

mission, some of these cards have been preserved; an excerpt included here. The cards are identical to
the British Airways cards of the period except that “Airways is replaced by “Airtours”.

Air Anglia was a small regional carrier that flew DC-3s, Dart Heralds and F-
27’s. Cards were oversized printed paper sheets. Air Anglia merged with
British Island Airways (BIA), Air Wales and Air Westward in 1980 to form Air
UK. Air UK soon thereafter turned over its tour business to a new British Island

Airways (formedin 1982)whichoperatesBAC 1-lljets. Some domestic traffic
was givento Manx Airlineswhich operates Viscounts, Short330’s,andF-27’s,
based out of the Isle of Man (There will be a quiz later!).

Britannia B-767

airtours British Midland is fairly major contender in the U.K. with a wide domestic and
U.K - Europe network. At one time British Midland operated longer haul 707
services, however, it now operates primarily DC-9, 737-400 and Bae ATP
equipment. British Midland and Manx Airlines have cards designed by the

Monarch Airlines started its interconti

nental charter and tour operations in the
late 1960’s with a small fleet of Bristol

Britannias. Now primarily operating
Boeing 757’s, Monarch has also utilized

thc720,707,737andBAC I-ll. Again,
card feel and size is similar to the afore

mentioned BA cards except Monarch
Artwork has a hand drawn quality rather than crisper graphics. At the Duxford air museum in England there is an original Monarch Bristol
Britannia on walk-through display. The interior has been re-done with airliner seats that arc not of the type originally used, however, the

interior is in exceptional shape. The Britannia is not unlike the Eleclra. One

obvious exception is that when looking out of the oval windows, the props and
■*' ' engines are huge. In the aft by the rear galley exit door, there is a display case

with a “Welcome Aboard” booklet from a Monarch Britannia. True safety

card collectors will delight when they see that the book is open to the “Safety
Information” page with a full exit floorplan and hatch opening instructions.

SAFETY DIM BOARD oaht-heraud
EMEnOENCY LANDIMO

INSTRUCTIONS

mmmm
same company, as British Midland holds an
ownership interest in Manx. Cards are small

two-sided, cardboard, with light lamination, ex
cept for the Viscount cards which apf>ear to be
printed plastic. The 707 and DC-9 cards are also

in plastic and are the same large size as the BA
cards.

■ ■ m

British Airtours B-707

BAE 146

Safety Instructions
rriarix nr
\MtamES

®l^|0r.tf-r,. . ● ● ● ■ -li

Shortly before British Midland retired their Vis

count fleet I was lucky enough to catch a Heathrow
to Leeds hop on the Viscount. As we took offinto

the late afternoon sun the front of the spinning

props reflecting the light appeared as huge or- BfVTTSHAJR FERRfES U.D
ange platters pulling us into the sky. As the sun

* n.OO«l UOHmO ALONG

T>« ifNGTM Of yym cam chowi cut PAnm
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EMERGENCY EXITS

AND DOORS Gallery MANX AIRLINES
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

made its way down I could clearly make out the shadows of dents and buckling in the
skin covering the wing. The stewardess, knowingmy trip was solely to irde a Viscount,
invited me up to the cockpit. The flight crew were clearly pleased and amused at the

reason for my journey. ‘ ‘Are you retiring the Viscount primarily for passenger comfort
and fuel efficiency” I asked the Captain. ‘‘Oh no” he replied with surprise ‘‘they’re
being retired due to their airworthiness!”. I laugheda nervous laugh then remembered
all the dings and pockets in the wing. ‘‘How soon can you land this thing!!” I half-
joked. I took the train back to London that night, but it was a truly a treasured flight

Trident DHC6

for me.

British Midland
i^V● ●!'

,»/

Above: BA Trident Two.

Lcn: BU BAG 1-11.
AA Right: Not oRcn seen in the

U.S.,thc 757 #3 short exit
seen here on a BA 757.

BeJkow: BOAC VC-10 Oxygen
use.

B ] B

riSetIttHTEmergency
Exits

Flight
Top: MANX Twin Otter.
Above: Laker DC-10

Last, but certainly not least, is an excerpt from a very special
card. Back in 1985, and it may still be operating today,

Oxygen use.

C

one could irde one of the oldest airliners in Great Britain: a

de Havilland DH89a Dragon Rapide. This eight passenger.
Collector's Quiz ' '

How many aircraft types and airlines can you identify for the following safety card excerpts?

fabric covered, biplane indeed had a pa-
FLiGHT SAFETY INFORMATION safety instruction sheet that not only

FOR PASSENGERS pointed out vital safety information and
t^RAGON RAPIDE [ cxils, but had a fascinating history of the

aircraft and its operator, Russavia. In our
short little circle above Duxford air field, one was instantly

transported back in time in airline history, experiencing all
the sights and sensations of air travel as it was some 50

^oto Ait Poariiti

^ EMERGENCY exits	
In the unlikely event that it becomes necessary to evacuate, you can leave as follows :

ROOF PANELS- Marked

'EMERGENCY EXIT'. Burst

out fabric and climb

through on to aircraft
roof.

A. a c.
CABIN DOOR ● Opens as
marked inside and out.

DO NOT TOUCH DOOR IN

FLIGHT-GROUND HANDLER

WILL CLOSE & OPEN DOOR

PILOT'S COCKPIT ROOF -

'PULLS' behind pilot's
head. Pull, push out roof
panel and climb out.

years ago. Looking back towards the ground was a
magnificent view of British airlines and aircraft, all pre
served in tribute. The gold and black Monarch Britannia,

an old British Airways Super VC-10, a shiny new looking
BEA Viscount in circa 1950’s livery, a stubby Vickers
Viking, an abandoned Trident One alone in a field, and in
sharp contrast to the other aircraft was the number two

prototype Concorde in it’s original red and while c.xperi-
mental paint scheme, now too an old relic in homage to

British aviation’s proud past.

3 NOSETAIL

Airline:^
Aircraft:

Airline:_
Aircraft:

Airline:_
Aircraft:

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT D. E/

/ FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
PASSENGER CABIN :

On left side, on floor
under seat, forward
of door.

AXE

The PI LOT has an axe

available if it becomes

necessary to break out
of the aircraft.

FIRST AID KIT

Stowed on wall in rear

compartment on right
side of aircraft.

COCKPIT :

On bulkhead

behind pilot's
head.

04-0A WO G'B

ZOZ-S ‘VMl *0

U-l. 0V8 ‘UQonej o

ZOZ-g ‘WUBJi -g

l.9~S 'sAsMJfViiJO/, M3N ‘VRUSSAVIA
COLLECTION
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Airline:_
Aircraft:

Airline:_
Aircraft:
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ac) Pin, silver eagle, bearing
Valkenreide

ad) Pin, silver oval, 3 red
desiqns

ae) Pin, silver winqs, circle
with NFA in it

af) Pin, silver wings, shield

with 3 red vertical stripes

ag) Pin, small ALPA, S in cicle
in center

ah) Pin, small wings, shield,
red & white vertical

stripes, blue top
ai) Pin, gold winged M in

circle

ak) Pin, small, gold/black, 2
birds w. wings down,

al) Pin, small, wreath, bird,
star at top

am) Pin, winged stylized bird,
gold

ao) Pin, winged with ornate
possibly Belanese dancers

ap) Pin, winged, gold, black
star center, crown top,
wreath

ag) Pin, winged,
shield,

ar) Pin, winged,

gold, illegible
any

as) Pin, winged with 2 Fs back-
to-back in center.

II Tl
curve

WIIIaVT IIS 111 by KEN TAYLORII

Erin Love is walking on airl

You remember Erin, don't you?
She is the girl who started

collecting kiddie winqs about a
year ago. Her story was printed
in this column in the MAR 92

issue of the CAPTAIN'S LOG. She

has received a potfull of wings
and a book about kiddie wings

and she wants to say "Thank
you" to Dave Cherkis and Bill
Gawchik. You have made her day.

Quest icDris

Now for the

and a fine lot

TOM MALLOY,

and FRANK WALDORF:

tg e w

questions,

have,

ANNE MALM, ED YOUNG

new

fromwe

"I inherited

of pins and
the past

have increased the

from 400 to over

Ed Young writes

my dad's collection

wings in 1943 and in
49 years
collection

4,000 pieces. I wondered if you
would print a list of unknowns
without pictures . "

Sure Ed, let's give it a
try. Here they are:

British European Airways
cap badge. The supplier of this
picture did

gold or silver,
date it?

#26. Two different

were given: Dutch

badge,
lot' s

police, 1977.

ways (of

the Singapore-Sydney sector
the London-Sydney route. Actual
service started on 08 DEC 34.

This badge was probably in
from this time until 1967

#4Ba)

Britain) operateanswers

Army trades

no dates given; and
badge of the

of
not say if it is in

Couldpi-

Austrian

someone

use

(See
Replies this time have

from DENISE BREAULT, DICK KORAN

TOM MALLOY, JAIME ROJO and
THOMPSON. Thank you alll

come

JG

ROY

a) Pilot wing, Lipha
b) Pilot wing. Maple Air

Instructor

c) Pilot wing with diamond
shapes inside (studio prop?)

d) Pilot wing with two globes
with TOA (studio prop?)

e) Pilot wing, possible Aztec
calendar in center

f) Pin wings, castle turret,
letters SAIE

g) Pin,

h) Pin,

i ) Pin,

line,
over it

j) Pin, aircraft gold, twin
elliptical wing, single fin,
1940

k) Pin, circular, 2-engine air
craft, MALERT on wing

1) Pin, gold, oval, US map, AA
on it, birds atop AA

m) Pin, gold prop with silver
wings

n) Pin, gold wing, CATS, 1940
era

o) Pin, gold wing with WLC on
inverted clover leaf

p) Pin, gold wings red letters
DAC

q) Pin, gold wings, triangle,
map of Mexico inserted

r) Pin, gold wreath, bird in

center, crown on top, orb
be 1 ow

s) Pin, gold wreath, eagle
holding UIL or UJL

t) Pin, gold wreath, white bird
u) Pin, gold bird in flight,

crown on top

v) Pin, gold stylized arrow,
4-engine jet inside

w) Pin, jet engine on gold oval
x) Pin, missile, silver, long

mid fins, lopped tail fins
y) Pin, NYSAC on aircraft

shape, 1947 era

z) Pin, red & white triangles,
front view of bird

aa) Pin, side view of bird fly"
Ing across circle

ab) Pin, silver dragon (laser
communications?)

An s we 3C s small, gold,

white triangle, AEL
very small,

letters if

r

fMMmm #51. Wire#27. Observer wing of the

Royal Netherlands Air Force. No

dates given, but see the book
by Russ Huff for more details.
(Note by JG: Photos show it was
in use in the late 1950s, but I
don't know when it was first

used and if it is still being

used now.)

111

someone name and date it?
#23. A badge from Yellowstone

Tours, somewhere in the 1920s.

Ii/J
International

of Brook-

of road-

known as

At Airliners

92 I met Al manual

lyn. Al, a collector
side memorabilia, is

Mr. Ashtray. He has an ashtray
inscribed PAC AIR. The question

who is and when was PAC

V

r
I

AN/TP0-1C, Radar
Bowie knife

silver, horizontal
another with

#48a. Next in this series is

QA, Qantas Airways. When was

the name changed?
ANSWER: On 01 AUG 67, when

the word Empire was removed be

cause it held no longer any
significance in the airline's
worldwide operations

IIII
bump

IS,

AIR? #52. Cloth who ,
what and when?

AI 92, I was
Who is or

Also at the

asked the question
who was Argonaut Airways?

Where were

11

they from, and
when?

#24. The book "Orders, Deco
rations and Medals" by Little-

In 1933 Vidkun

the

version of the Nazi

which he named Nasjonal Samling
(National Unity). The emblem of
the movement was the Sun Cross

of St. Olaf,
Norway,

the book by
is a gold cross on a

cle. The badge shown here is
made of copper and is worn on
the upper left sleeve of the

kepi as a
and has a resem-

em-

Now some pictures: #53. This wing was collected
in the Philippines. It is in
bright silver with an orange
center. Any ideas?

john.
Quisling formed

II
says:

Norwegian

party.

Jbadge
Patron Saint

The badge pictured
Littlejohn
red

of

4
II

in

author
●-

cir-

#48b. This Qantas cap badge
was in use in 187 when I flew

to and from Australia. What are

the years of its use?

uniform and on the

cap badge,
blance to the Nazi national
blem.

with

What,
}f47. Gold

black panther
who, when?

wire wing

or lion.

#48c. The new Qantas cap
badge. When was it first used?

is Qantas Empire

of Australia. This cap
1965 when

was collected. In

was this type of

#48. QEA
#49. This wing is from Ansett

and was issued prior to 1981.
ANSWER! Used by Ansett

lines of New South Wales, 1979-

1981. See Dick Koran's Wings
CAPTAIN'S

Airways

badge was in use in
sample

what years

badge used?
ANSWER: Qantas Empire Airways

formed on 18 JAN 34 by Qan-

Imperial

Air-
my

&#30. Two different

were given: cap badge of flight
cadets, Belgian Air Force 1928,
and U.S. Air Service World

1 collar badge.

answers

Things in

MAR 91, p.50 - KT

the LOG,

#25. The consensus is this

is a Portugese Air Force jacket
wing. No dates were given.

was

tas Airways and Air-War 259
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For those that have sent in their renewals I

would like to thank you for participating in the
survey

the printing of the membership roster and the three
quarterly updates. From the forms received back it
seems that almost 90% favor keeping the annual roster
as part of your membership package. A number of
comments were written in regarding the 3 updates.
I believe if we're going to continue with the annual
roster, we should continue to do the quarterly up
dates, this is to be fair to new members. If every
one sent in their renewals when they receive their
notices, it would cut down considerably on the size
of the updates sent out later, especially the first
update that comes out with the second issue of the
volume. More on this as ideas develope. Your sug
gestions and comments still welcome.

MIEIETIINeS & €€NYIENiril0NS
that was included on the form with regards to

The CAPTAIN'S LOS has been advised of

the following airline hobby events.
1993 VANCOUVER AVIATION EXPO

THIS IS A FREE LISTINS

FOR SROOPS AND INDIVIDUALS

River Hotel at Vancouver Airport (YVR). Presented by
the Vancouver Aviation Historical Society and Uest-
flight aviation news eonthly. Buying, selling, tra-
ding. Adiission $4, Ch under 12 free. Display tables
Can S40/US $35, incl 2 ade. Payient by cheque or
■oney order paybalbe to H. Tenby, 407-1540 Mariner’s
Ualk, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 41S. For hotel

Delta Hotel, toll-free Can 1-800266-1133, U.S.
1-800-677-1133. Mention Vancouver Aviation Expo to
receive convention root rate.

++++

06 NiR 93 (Saturday)
HUNCHEH,. 6ERMANY

7th International Aviation Hobby Meeting by the Club
of Aviatoon Friends Munich and the Aviation Frinds

Munich. At Husterhaus of the Bauzentrale Planung und
Bau, Airport Kunchen II, Hordallee 43. Open 1000 to
1700 hrs. Hobbyists and professional dealers froi
everywhere are welcote. See Dick Koran’s UIN85 b
THINGS for what this one is all about. For lore in-

foriaiion; Josef Schiitt Jr., Frau-von-Uta Str. 24,
D-8000 Munchen 62, Geraany,
089-424037 (hoae) or 009-977 5341.

AIRLINERS In the last issue of the LOG, our Editor made
some comments with regards to some complaints received
from members with regards to getting the LOG issues
out on a more timely schedule. I must say that I was
somewhat suprised at the number of people sending in
notes with their membership forms containing words of
praise and support. From what I read, 99% of you
understand our problems. Your support is certainly
appreciated. I am forwarding on to Joop the notes
that you sent. As all of you can understand, WE
WOULD LIKE VERY MUCH TO GET THE LOG OUT ON A REGULAR

SCHEDULE. We don't work at getting -behind—just
the opposite--WE WANT THE LOG OUT ON SCHEDULE! Thank

you for your support and understanding.

You will note that there is a little more ad

vertising in this issue of the LOG. Also that the
number of flyers included with this issue has in-
creased--somewhat! If you know anyone that has a
product or service for sale that members would be
interested in, have them contact Society HQ and we
will be happy to talk with them about advertising in
the LOG.

New card just released by Mary Jayne's Railroad Special
ities, Inc., is this very nice LADECO CARGO 707-327C.
Photo by Frank Litaudon taken at Miami Int'1 9-29-91.

INTERNATIONAL

1993res ■ I

WASHINCTON, P.C.

....from the left hand seat....

JULY 8-9-10 by19 JUN ?3 (Saturday)

U[S AN6ELE5

International Aviation Toy, Model and Aeronautica
Show. For further details: G.R. Uebster (203) 629

5270.

call Geraanyor

Paul F. Collins
the Nashington Airline Society. This is the annual
Big One as far as airliner conventions go. A full
schedule of events is being planned, including tours
of Andrews Air Force Base (Hole of Air Force One),

Baltiaore/Uashington International, Dulles Interna
tional and Washington National. Special tours of the
National Air and Space Museui's Garber Restoration
Facility, the Mid-Atlantic Air Museui's Visckers
Viscount in full Capital Airlines colors, and lore
.... luch lore. Hotel rooi rates $79 plus tax per
night for up to four in a rooi. (Rates valid froi
o4-13 JUL. For registration info: Airliners Interna
tional ’S3, P.O.Box 1631, Rockville, HD 20849-1631,
or phone (703) 920-6477, (703) 256-9304 or (301)
593-2242. Hotel res. call 1-800-223-1234 or (703)
410-1234.

With this issue of the CAPTAIN'S LOG we close

our 18th year as a Society. As the President of the
organization and publisher of the magazine, I would
like to thank the staff of the LOG for all the time

and effor that they put forth each issue to give us
such a quality publication. I've said it before and
I have no problem saying it over again, the LOG is
THE BEST collector/hobby magazine that any organiza
tion could hope to have. My hat, and I wear a few,
is off to Mr. Gerritsma and his staff for a job
well done.

20 H« 93 (Saturday)
LDS ANGELES. CA

International Aviation Toy, Model and Aeronautica
Show. For further details: G.R. Uebster (203) 629

OBdO m 93 (Thurs-Sat)
UASHINGSTQN. D.C.

Airliners International '93 Location; Hyatt Regency
Crystal City Hotel, 2799 Jefferson Davis Highway,
Arlington, VA 22202, at National Airport. Hosted by

5270.

I mra o ^ t-i -f-

Ari ri CD u xn cr e me ri

Starting with the next issue
of the CAPTAIN'S LOG,
MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS infor

mation will be handled by Paul
Collins. This includes the free

calendar announcements as in

this column, the paid adver
tisements and the distribution

of flyers.
The reason for the change is

simple: once I have sent the

pages to Paul for printing, I
have no control anymore over
when you will receive the is
sue. On several occasions in

I would also like to thank all of you that have
sent in your 1993 renewals, early, as requested on
the forms sent out with the last LOG. It has been

a number of years since I have been able to start
off a publication year that I had some idea of how
much money I would have in the bank to work with for
the year. It is very hard to make a budget out when
you only have about one-third of the membership re
newing at the beginning of the year. While I still
do not have over half the renewals in now, I do have
an idea how our year will be going. If you receive
a renewal notice with this issue of the LOG, please
send it in as soon as you possible can.

With regards to membership renewal forms sent
out with the last issue, I must apologize to a number
of our Life Members. It seems that a few received a
renewal notice in error. If you are a Lifer, and
received a notice, just fill it out and update your
entry on the roster or give it to someone you know
that might be interested in become a WAHS member.

Several members have written in requesting in
formation on the Life Membership program. When this
program was offered several years ago, so many members
took advantage of it that I had to put a hold on the
number that could be Life Members,

about 100 people in the program,
influx of new members, this program will be on hold.
We currently have a little over 1300 members in the
U.S., some 70-80 members in Canada, and about 125
members in other countries around the world. I will
keep you advised if and when the program will once
again be accepting new members.

If everything has gone as planned, we have also
enclosed registration information for Airliners 93
with this issue of the LOG. I have been advised by

the AI 93 committee that everything is coming together
for the BIG SHOW in Washing, DC July 8, 9 and 10.
Be sure to send in your registration as soon as
possible.

1 1

- D/FW
ii SEP 93 (Saturday)

NEWARK. NJ

Airliner Show, Rosslyn Uestpark. For info: Bill
Gauchik, 86 Clarendon, Yonkers, NY 10701, or call
(914) 965-3010.

AIRLINES

Airline Memorabilia Show & Sale

JUN or JUL 94

ATLANTA. 6A

Airliners International Convention 1994. Location

dates and other details to be announced.

One of the flyers included with this issue is
from Mary Jayne's cards. I received a sample set
of the cards and was very impressed. The airline
cards are great, but have to admit that the train
cards offered are super. Make sure you get your
order in quick because these cards will go fast.

03 Aii 93 (Saturday)
IRVING (DFHI TX

Airliners International D/FU, Airline Meiorabilia

Show if Sale,, 0900-1700 hrs. Holiday Inn, DFW Air
port North, 4441 Huy. 114, at Easters Road, Irving,

TX Ri $40 up to 4 people in rooi, FRI-SUN airline

eiployee rate at hotel (with I.D.), 7,600 sq ft
trade area, 140 tables. Info: George U. Cearley Jr.,
P.O.Box 12312, Dallas, TX 75225.

Every last. Tuesday of. t.hi lonth
Except DEC and the AI
convention lonth.

DENVER. Colorado

Colorado Airliners International AMR Coibs facility

at Stapleton Airport at 7 p.i. Meetings. Speakers,
fills, trading L lore on the prograi. For info
write: CAI

80044-0713. Please note:

takes place on a day other than the last Tuesday of
the lonth. Check with CAI before laking travel and
hotel reservations.

Lhe past^ when Paul experienced
a delay at his end, or when the
printer took longer than he had

shows

were

is-

For them,Please patronize our advertisers,
it's a good deal and to their advantage to advertise
in the LOG. For you, the member, it's a good deal
because you can get some good deals and find out
about what is available before others. It is a
good two way street!

expected, several of the

at the top of the

over when you received your

column

24 APR 93 (Saturday)
ARLINGTON. ^

Airline Collectibles Show; The Rosslyn Westpark Ho
tel, 1900 North Fort Myer Drive, Arlington, VA 22209
Ph.(703)527-4814. Hotel is 4 li froi National Airp.

Ri $79/night. For Res. 1-000-368-3408 (Mention Airl.
Coll. Show). Gen. Adi. at door $3, Ch. under 12 free
if with parent. Show runs 0900-1700 hrs. Display ta
bles $25 ea. lust be received by 12 DEC 92. Cheques
to t lore info froi: Fred Chan, P.O.Box 473, Bur-
tonsville, HD 20066, (410)301-4626, or Tony Trapp,
600 Valley Dr, SE, Vienna, VA 22100, (703) 930-0175.

USAP.O. Box 440713, AURORA, CO,
On occasion the leeting

sue.

Since Paul is much better

able to pinpoint when the com

pleted issues will be mailed,
he will take over this column

to ensure it is timed to the

actual publication dates of the
CAPTAIN’S LOG.

That about wraps up issue number four of Volume
We hope you have enjoyed the magazines that you

have received this year. We look forward to serving
your for years to come.

18.

CAUTION;

In general it is a good idea to check with the show
organizers to confiri that the event is on as sched

uled, before you leave hoie.

We currently have
Unti1 we have a Happy collecting!

Please send your show infor
mation to: Paul Collins, 3381

Erlanger, KY
or call him at

●7

++tt

Apple Tree Lane,
41018, USA,
(606) 342-9039. If you want a advert!seient in the CAPTAIN’S

LOG, or if you want us to distribute your show
fiver, please contact Paul F. Collins, 3381 Apple
Tree Lane, Erlanqer, KY 41018 or phone (806)
342-9039.

22 HAY S3 (Saturday)
VANCOUVER. B.C., CANIDA

1993 Vancouver Aviation Expo, Canada’s largest avia
tion leiorabilia show. Open 0830 - 1600 hrs. Delta

Thank you!
261
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ALSO INCLUDES:
’ A -A

Discussions of 707 early develop
“Dash Eighty"; assignment of

‘wng customer numbers; technical
specifications and original airline
customers by series, including 707-120,
X07-120B, 707-220, 707-320, 707-320B,
707-320C, 707-420. 720-020, and 720-020B.

Funaions of special 707 and 720
struaures including vortex generators,
leading edge flaps, spoilers, movable
norizontal stabilizer. O-svstem. and HF
(probe)

ment;

antenna.

100 PAGES
ORDER FROM:

GEORGE W. CEARLEY, JR.

P.O. BOX 12312

DALLAS, TX 75225

450

PHOTOS &

ILLUSTRATIONS

COPIES OF BOEING 707 AND 720 ■ A PICTORIAL HISTORY,
$19.00 (U.S.), $24.00 (CANADA), AND $30.00 (OVERSEAS). PLEASE MAKE CHECK OR MONP
ORDER PAYABLE TO GEORGE W. CEARLEY, JR.

PLEASE SEND ME.

PLEASE SHIP TO: (Be sure to include complete address)

BOEING

707 720

A PICTORIAL HISTORY
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1

better control of what should be listed and what
should not, with regards to the time the LOG goes to
the printer. We will greatly appreciate your help
on this. PLEASE send me your dates as soon as you

possibly can--the sooner the better!

JULIUS GRIGORE, JR., 425 Harbor Drive, Venice, FL
34285 offers his revised "NYRBA Triple Crash and Out
law Covers and Postal Markings” which received the^
Arnold Meyer Award for the best work on Transoceanic
Flight for 1990-1991, awarded by the AFA Board of
Directors, for $17.50 postpaid (outside U.S. add $6.00).
Julius continues to need NYRBA, Canal Zone, and Panama
memorabilia and aerophilately. Particularly interested

material signed by Roy W. Ammel, Byrd. Juan Trippe,
Will Rogers, Lindbergh, and other such material. Write
to the address above.

JOHN CORPENING, 3333 North Oak Park Ave., Chicago,
it 60634 312-725-4181 is always buying and trading for
worldwide flight attendant wings and insignia. Please
send description and price or trade list. Photocopy
of what

13 March 93 (Saturday)

$tuttgart, South Germany
m

4th International Aero Hobby Meet. $how to be held
at Zentrum Bernhausen, Bernhauserhauptstr. 2,
Filderstadt-Bernhausen.

memorabilia will be available.
Adlerstr. 32, C-7042 Filderstadt-Bernhausen,
Germany.

All types of airline
Contact M. Kiihl,

25 April 93 (Sunday)

Gatwick Airport, West Sussexyou have is desirable.

KISTLER, 3506 221st Ave. SE, Issaguah, WA 98027
s Republic Airlines route map for sale. The map
painted on some type of composition board and

2'10" X 3'6" and is 1” thick. Blue background

shn^ and route lines in red and white. Map
Ask''^^ ^'°otes just after merger with Hughes Airwest.
For^'^H ?^^‘00 including packing and shipping via UPS.
f.^n^JJltlonal information please include SASE or

206-392-8268.

4th Gatwick International aircraft enthusiasts con
vention,

the Edgeworth Club (next to masefield House) at
Gatwick Airport, West Sussex. All types of airline
memorabilia will be available. Contact Tom $ing-
field, 25 Chennells Way, Horsham, West Sussex RH12
5TW England.CONTENT

deleted due
TO PRIVACY

CONCERNS

Sunday 25 April, 1993 10 AM to 5 PM at

8 May 93 (Saturday)

Reno, Nevada

bariL^^ looking for a North Central Airlines cap
3irrr early 1950's. Also wants airline issued

^ft postcards. No trades at this time.

1st time show at Reno, Nevada to be hosted by Bruce
Shuey, WAHS member. Meeting will take place at the
Airport Plaza Hotel. Feature will be the arrival of
the Air France Concorde on Friday, May 7 and its de

parture on Saturday morning, May 8. Vendors area
available--for table and show information contact
Bruce Shuey, 5068 W. Wathen Ave., Fresno, CA 93722

call 209-275-8353.or

FOR THE GOOD OF THE SOCIETY

Jd^liTEONUMBER mfmrfr<;h[P CARDS AVAILA^OF

the plastic member-
has been very

only about
would like

, the Society began selling
ip card last year, the program

^^ccessful. So successful that we have
'cards left in our inventory. If .

one of these cards, please send $2.
HQ and we will get it out to you as soon

1 This is a one time deal. We
i’QOO cards and so far have distributed about 80
yjose that have seen the card or purchased

*:y impressed with them. If you want one-
to long!

MEMBER RECEIVES AWARD

member Julius Grigore, Jr ished
Arnold Meyer Award for the best 1990-91 pubMsn

presented by T
won Federation of the Americas. , .
"NYRRj^^ward for his works about NYRBA tit ^
Postal Crash and Outlaw Flight C separate
pulul Julius will also re e ve a sep^9*^^ from the AFA as well in recognition oi

thLp°ngratulations to Mr. Grigore for receiving
® awards.

THE FLYING PIG

AIRLINER

CATALOG

150

If you love Airliners then
this is the catalog for YOU.

Push-fit, pre-painted or
decaled desk models from

Wooster, Flight Miniatures
IMC/CMO and Toys & Mod.

Plastic airliner kits from
around the world. Airline
shirts, posters, pins &

post cards. A very large
selection of airliner books,
VHS airliner videos and

update every four months
on NEW iterns .

areone

-don't

the
work

a n

and

CATALOG S2.00

Refundable on catalog purchase.

THE FLYIN6 PIG
airliner shop

PLYMOUTH AIRPORT

253 SOUTH MEADOW ROAD
PLYMOUTH. MA 02360

(617)747-6366

IllNl
^^SIVENTION NEW$ AND UPDATES

19 No 1)
of al 1^^Th the next issue of the LOG (Vol

'Jini,r,.°^'^3tion regarding the time an . ,1.1^5
^ocietv.'^un'^Tions should be sent to con-
)'®ntiQ^ HQ. We have been publishing ^
LOg That have long been over by j ●

Published. Joop and I believe that 1

at

the

11 have
Is
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I14th Annual

Midwest Airline Expo
Minneapolis

Saturday, August 14,1993

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

The Plane News, the quarterly, full color, aviation toy and model magazine and club will hold;

I1 The West Coast International

Aviation Toy And Model Show
Saturday, March 20th, 1992 -10AM to 2PM

General Public Admission $5.00 {Members are admitted free}

The Holiday Inn, Ontario International Airport,

1801 East G Street, Ontario, California . Tel 714 983 3604

I
In

a

aa o
OGOODOOOOOOQQODOGOODDOUDOaaOOaDODG

IAll types of antique and modem aviation models and toys will be available - tin plate; die cast; cast iron; kits;
ID/ recognition models; travel agency, desk, and manufacturer's display models; art work; and aeronautica.

Anything with wings. Cruver, Renwal, Tootsietoy, Dinky, Topping, Marx, Lehmann, Dux, Mercury etc.
No Dolls, No Trains, No Cars, No Boats! 50 Tables full of aviation items! The Greatest Airplane Show ever!
The East Coast Show dates for 1993 are: Saturday, June 19th and Saturday, November 20th. Shows are

held at the Clinton Inn, Tenafy, NJ, 5 minutes from the George Washington Bridge and New York City.
This show is sponsored by The Plane News, the quarterly, full color magazine with free classified Plane
Spotter ads, expert collecting help and fellowship for the aviation toy and model collector.

Call Larry Me Laughlin {516} 265 9224 or G.R. Webster {203} 629 5270 for table reservations and show

infonnation. For a sample Issue and membership information send $5 to The Plane News, P.O. Box 845,

Greenwich. CT, USA, 06836. Telephone {203} 629-5270 {evenings/weekends only-leave message anytime}.

I★ TRADING/BUYING/SELLING OF AIRLINE MEMORABILIA ★

● Slides

● Pilot Wings
● Children’s Wings
● Dining Service Items

●Books

● Posters

●Timetables

● Photos

● Playing Cards
● Models

● Postcards I1DISPLAY TABLE

(INCLUDES 2 ADULT ADMISSIONS) S22.00
COMFORT INN

1321 East 78th Street

Bloomington, MN 55425
612-854-3400

Reservations: 800-272-7585

Children under 12 admitted free.

● Hotel Rates for Show ●

$55.00/day + tax, with shuttle

service to airport for hotel guests t1TABLE RESERVATIONS—

SEND TO: RITA RUNYON

901 MAINSTREET

HOPKINS. MN 55343

(612) 435-8927 I1
Admission S3.00 (payable at door)

AIHLINE LOGOS REPRODUCED IN PEWTER

VISA Solid Pewter Belt Buckle	

9’/i oz. Rocks Glasses (Made in France) Boxed Sel ot 2

9'/2 oz. Rocks Glasses (Made in France) Boxed Set of 4

Solid English Pewter Tankard 16 oz	
Colored’ Ceramic 11 oz. Coffee Mug 	

S12.00

S14.00

S24.00

S30.00

S 0.00

MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED

wanted PHONE’ tsosi 599-2381 ● FAX: (30SI 541-201S

MWUNGADORESS:

P.O. Box S21S5S ● MlaM. FL 331S2-15S5

■ MUG COLOR CHART

Allegheny Lake Central Braniff Soulhem - Western
Trans Canada/ Trans Texas ■ North Central

COBALTBLUE

AllaiF'PiedmontLIGHT BLUEHigh quality postcards and color prints. A

very special and unique selection of
contemporary airliner photos.

Northeast Airlines

Hughes AiRWESTinc. Bonanza. Pacific and West Coast
LIGHT YELLOW

J

Large assortment of Braniff early jets, in all
liveries.

A

Empire' Frontier / PSAORANGE

Jt
AirNorth.‘ Eastern/ National. People Express
Republic Inc. both NorthCenIrat and Soulhem

NEW CARDS FOR THE COLLECTORWHITE
Call or write for a free introductory list.

MohawkBLACK

WESTERN AIRLINES The International Airline World Publishing

Company has produced several hundred Hist
orical Collector Post Cards. Only 500

copies of each of these cards is being
printed. The cards represent many air
craft and color schemes never before printed
as post cards. If your interested in getting
in on purchasing this attractive'set of
cards, write to the address below for all
additional details and their current list

ing of cards.

A very important book for scanner fans,
pilots, FBO's air traffic controllers and
aviation enthusiasts.

THI ON1.V WAY TO FLY SEND ORDERS TO:

yesterday^
'=T^LINES

764 Fairway Circle
BakJwinsville, NY 13027WESTERN AIRLINES WALLY AIRLINE CODING AND AIRPORT DECODING'

STORE DISPLAYS Shipping/Handling charges 1 item S1.S0
2 or more items S3 00

Shipping Charges to Alaska and Canada Invoiced Separately

Contains the code abbreviations of over 12,500
airports worldwide, as well as the two and
three letter identifiers, call signs, and
country codes of more than 2,500 airlines

aground the world. A book that is a must carry
at all times.

SHIP TO;

W.DOTZ 2999 REGENT BERKELEY CA 94705
NAME:

ADDRESS:
Compact size. Price ST9.95 plus Postage

and Handling

lAWP Company
140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, OH 45506

267266
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PAN AMERICAN Travel Posters: S 2.75

We have a very limited amount of ORIGINAL 42" X 30" Travel Posters used by Pan Am
in the late 80's and early 90's. The Posters are in excellent condition and dis
play a variety of beautiful scenes from around the world. We also have a 42" X 30
Poster of a Pan Am 8747 in flight. Check off the posters you wish to order.

NORWAY NETHERLANDS

BRAZIL ARGENT I NA_

IRELAND SWITZERLAND

GREECE_

MEXIC0_

SPAIN_

HUNGARY

LAX AFRICA

CHILE

BERMUDA

HAWAII

DALLAS

AFRICA

GUATEMALA

USSR

INDIA

ITALY

FRANCE

WASH.DC CARIBBEAN

THE CONCORDE

COMES TO RENO

YUGOSLAVIA
X $ 2.75

X $ 4.75

Total Posters:

B747 in flight (N740PA) 42" X 30"
with "Pan Am" in lower left corner.

X $45.00*Set of al1 26 Posters

(*set price includes postage and handling)
The Air France Concorde is sponsored by McGinley Travel and radio station
KOH.

depart for Paris Saturday morning, May 8th.

It is scheduled to arrive in Reno the afternoon of May 7th and will
$ 23.95PAN AMERICAN Pioneer Collector China Plates:COME SEE IT!I

I/'
We also have a limited supply of "The Clipper Collector Series China Plates"
produced in Germany by Bauscher-Weiden, a leading manufacturer of Bavarian Porcelain.

Come to the best little AIRLINE COLLECTIBLES SHOW in the West! !

Saturday May 8th at Reno’s Airport Plaza Hotel plate #1STRATOCRUISER

CONSTELLATION

S-42 OVER RIO

TRI-MOTOR

S-38

CHINA CLIPPER

#2

#3 SOLD-OUT

#4

BUY-SELL-TRADB-DISPIAY #5

#6

X $23.95TOTAL PLATES

GENERAL ADMISSION $4.00.
Children under 12 - FREE

Wear your Airline Uniform
& save $1 off of admission

Pilot Wings Kiddie Wings Models
Slides T-Shirts Postcards

Uniforms Photographs
And Other Airline Items

SATURDAY

MAY 8th,1993

9:00AM - 5:00PM

POSTAGE & HANDLING CHARGES:

POSTERS, add $2.50 for the first poster and $ .30 for
each additional poster:

PLATES, add $3.75 for the first plate and $1.15 for
each additional plate:
add an additional 5% for international orders:
TOTAL;^Across from the terminal

*Hotel Casino

^Complete Workout Area

*Free Airport Shuttle
*Pool & Spa (weather permitting)
*Free Shuttle to Harrahs Downtown

and the Reno Hilton.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: FLYING CLIPPERS INC.

allow 2-3 weeks for delivery/100% satisfaction guaranteed

Please call or write for a list of original limited airliner
memorabilia:

AIRPORT PLAZA
=\HOTELr^

Roomrates $65

Reserve by April 7
1-800-648-3525 ask

for the Reno

Airliner Show rate
1981 Terminal Way ● Reno, Nevada 69502

CHINA * BOOKS * POSTCARDS * LITHOGRAPHS * DECALS * PAA PINS

Vendor Reservation Application (Includes 2 Admissions) For Table reservations,
mail this form with full payment to: (2tij2l2E.%±j iJtLC.No. tables: @ $30ea. =$_ Total

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

($'304 £=71(^4/ St. .^>y[Laini,^[oiida 3SJ26 ● J-SoO-SSJ-nSf j ^($05) SS2-2S}2 / ^(305^Bruce Shuey
5068 W. Wathen Ave.

Fresno, Calif 93722

(209)275-8353

_STATE
Items you plan to sell/trade/display
Vendor setup starts at 7:00 AM.

ZIP
272

#



CALIFORNIA WING SPECIALTIES

Crew Wings ● Cap Insignias ● Logo Pins

5068 W. Wathen Ave.

Fresno, CA 93722
(209) 275-4931
FAX: (209) 275-5123

nFast mail-order hobbiesworldwide!

ViSA

e;

$ 2.00Kit & Decal Catalog	
Color Slide Catalog & Sample
Slide Supplement 6-1	

Railroad Slide List	

$ 3.00

$ 2.00

,$ 2.00

Credit card minimum $25.00

PLEASE no calls before 10:00AM PACIFIC time i

3014 Abelia Court

San Jose, California

United States of America

95121

(408) 629-2121

FAX (408)629-2122

^MIRLINERS
■i#~^HMERICAT^

ZP

JL


